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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: SARAH LEBLANC
École Sherwood Park Elementary
Project: Wheelchair Workshop
The funding provided by the Emily Longworth Memorial Award
made a lasting positive impact on the École Sherwood Park
Elementary community. Over the span of two days, all teachers,
support staff, and 423 students of Sherwood Park participated in
25-minute wheelchair sports Physical Health and Education
(PHE) classes. What was so significant about this project were
the bigger conversations and awarenesses these PHE sessions
evoked around inclusion, and the role we each play in creating
inclusive learning, playing, and living spaces where all
community members feel a sense of belonging.
Sherwood Park Elementary is a diverse learning community with a French and English stream for their K-7
school. Students and families come from a wide range of socio-economic backgrounds and students have
diverse learning needs. Sherwood Park also resides on the unceded traditional territory of the Coast Salish
people, specifically the Skwxwú7mesh Nation and Tsleil-Waututh Nation. Sherwood values its cultural and
learning diversity, and therefore, using the funding to support the continued development of inclusion and
connection in the school community aligned with their school plan. Wheelchair sports was an activity in which
every single student, teacher, and support staff, regardless of their level of competence or experience in
physical activity, was able to participate in. The positive and explorative nature of these sessions opened the
students’ eyes as to how and why we need to create accessible and equitable learning spaces.
A few weeks prior to the wheelchair sport sessions, I shared a few
“This was an extremely special and
quality resources with teachers so that they could begin exploring
positive opportunity for our class as
the world of inclusive physical activity. Specifically, within my class,
one of the students in our class uses
the concept of inclusion had been imbedded within our PHE unit.
The guiding question of this unit was, “what kind of health practices
a powerchair. The student that uses
and attitudes improve my wellbeing (social, emotional, physical,
a power chair could not stop smiling
spiritual)?” This question was explored through experiencing and
and laughing as they played with
inquiring into what makes physical activities positive experiences,
their peers during the session. It was
what are some of the benefits of physical activity, and how can we
a powerful experience to have as a
participate in a variety of physical activities (cooperative games,
class and the students developed
individual activities, parasport). We explored various parasport
further empathy towards the barriers
activities through images, videos, and play, noticing and discussing
that people with disabilities face.”
how parasports such as wheelchair basketball and para-athletics,
– Grade 2/3 Teacher
were similar to basketball and swimming. We inquired into how
parasport equipment and rules can help make these activities
inclusive for people with or without a disability, so everyone can get the benefits of play. Throughout these
conversations and videos, students were so curious and came up with many innovative ways they might
modify equipment or rules in activities so everyone can participate.
This project was also made possible by the generous support and wheelchairs from Victoria Wheelchair Sport
Club, with whom I co-facilitated the first day of wheelchair sport sessions and then led the second day myself.
The sessions began with conversations about Terry Fox and Rick Hansen, followed by what the word
‘disability’ means, and then we discussed some examples of physical and cognitive disabilities. We discussed
how everyone has the right to be physically active, and that this is possible with the equipment and/or rule
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modifications. This concept of inclusion in physical activity was then experienced by all students for the rest of
the session as all students, teachers, and support staff of the class used wheelchairs and played together. We
explored how to wheel forwards and backwards, how to turn and stop, and how to play games they often
played but this time including wheelchairs. Throughout the sessions every student was engaged and
participating, something that does not always happen in PHE. I believe this speaks to the power of universally
designed teaching experiences.
My hope was to use this grant funding to provide experiences and education around the importance and
opportunities of inclusive physical activity. However, after the wheelchair sport sessions, teachers, and
students kept approaching me to share how powerful their session was, how they continued to explore
inclusion in their classroom, and how they can be change makers in their community. Here are some insights
into the meaningful conversations and curricular directions the students and teachers took their inclusive
wheelchair sport experiences:
“We connected the experience to social emotional learning by having an amazing conversation
about different types of disabilities. We spoke about how people can use different equipment to get
around, like a student in our school who uses a powerchair. We then explored how everyone
learns, looks, and is unique in their own ways, and what makes each of them unique. The
wheelchair sport opportunity was experiential learning that allowed students to connect a concrete
example to inclusion and led to some really awesome conversations.” – Grade 1/2 French
Immersion Teacher
“The kids had a blast and learned so much from the wheelchair sports experience, as did I. We
decided to use it as a take-off point to our ADST unit on how we can intentionally design a space in
the community that is universally accessible.” – Grade 5/6 teacher

On behalf of the École Sherwood Park Elementary Community, we are so grateful for the opportunities the
Emily Longworth Memorial Award funding provided to our school. Your funding not only benefitted the students
and teachers at Sherwood Park Elementary, but also the families of the community today and for the future. It
allowed for community enrichment that promoted positive social change, empathy, and inspired all students on
the diversity of physical activity opportunities available for everyone to be active for life.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: AARON KORBACHER
Lucerne Middle Elementary School (West Kootenay Teacher Education Program)
Project: Pilot Bay Provincial Park (Zipline)
On May 30th, 2019, 12 students from Lucerne Elementary
Secondary School spent a day learning about ecotourism
and sustainability at Kokanee Mountain Zipline. My
practicum had ended almost 2 weeks prior, but due to the
seasonal schedule of Kokanee Mountain Zipline and the
busy extra-curricular schedule at LESS, and my mentor
teacher’s schedule, this was the only date we could make
work. Ziplining was a great reunion with the grade 7 to 9
students I taught Social Studies, English, Outdoor
Education, and Physical and Health Education for the
duration of my practicum. Due to the long bus ride, the
activities of the day were limited to an informative talk by
the owner of Kootenay Mountain Zipline, Todd Manton, the
activity of ziplining, and a circle discussion on sustainability and environmental stewardship, which was the
focus of the outdoor education unit.
The curricular competencies for this project were students can “demonstrate awareness of cultural and placebased sensitivities regarding the use of outdoor locations” and “plan and implement ways to reduce potential
impacts of outdoor activities on the local environment.” The content students understood was “the role of
environmental awareness and stewardship in outdoor recreation and conservation.” The learning outcomes of
understanding how to reduce our impact on the environment and to critically analyze recreational practices
were achieved through this project and the related activities.
The residents of New Denver truly enjoy recreational
activities in the beautiful mountains and lakes of the
West Kootenays. Many choose to live here for this very
reason. There have been ongoing debates locally and
provincially over the solutions of the dwindling
populations of Caribou, and more so, how to protect the
provinces many endangered species. Things like
resource extraction are easy to pin point, but talking
about recreational practices seems to be taboo. Leading
up to the trip, we talked about sustainable and
unsustainable development in wild spaces, what it looks
like in the local and provincial lens. We learned about
the local watersheds, how they are affected by
recreational and industrial activities, and what we can do as recreationists and concerned citizens to live in a
more ecologically friendly manner. Leave No Trace principles were the focus on individual, every day actions
we can take.
For a handful of students who attend Lucerne Elementary Secondary School, recreational activities like
ziplining are not within their family’s budgets. To offset the costs. Students were asked to pay $20 each. To
make the trip accessible to all, the students were told that they may also come on the trip if they do not have
the $20, and that the school could cover the costs. In the end, 12 out of 18 students came on the trip. Some
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that chose not to come were afraid of heights. I chose this activity because it was a fun way to learn about and
experience sustainable recreation.
During the introductory discussion with Todd Manton, owner of Kootenay Mountain Zipline, students were
introduced to the idea of ecotourism. Students were told about the steps the company took to ensure wildlife
was not highly impacted, what ways they make sure the trees they use for ziplines stay alive and healthy, how
they ensure that the forest is in good condition for years to come, and how they impact the community to make
sure they are sustainable. The discussion was valuable and gave the students something to think about during
the activity. Afterwards, we divided the students into two groups and went on the 6-part tour. The students
really enjoyed the thrill of flying in the sky above the valley bottom. It was great to see some of them face and
overcome their fear of heights. I was especially proud of one of my most emerging students conquer their fear
of heights. During the course, the guide also discussed the local flora and fauna of the area, and the diversity
of species that exist in the valley.
The tour ended on a high note as adrenaline pumped
through our veins, and the students felt happy about all
the fun and learning that day. We reconvened at the
bus after saying a big thank you to our hosts. On the
way back to New Denver, we stopped at Lakeside Park
in Nelson for a circle discussion. We shared our
perspective and evaluation of the ecotourism we
learned about and experienced. Some students brought
forward some very critical and interesting perspectives
on ecotourism, which showed their learning went
beyond just absorbing the information that was given to
us. A few students brought up the fact that even though
the company is very mindful of the environment and
community, the whole establishment is still located in a
very ecologically diverse area, animals are most likely affected by the sound pollution, and the trees that were
in the way of the zipline were damaged. Some students brought up the fact that they really appreciate that
KMZ are doing their best to balance recreation and sustainability.
Once again, thank you to the Longworth family for providing the means for enriching experiences that help
foster a sense of environmental stewardship in students across B.C.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ABIG AIL AGUILAR
Lord Byng Elementary School (Richmond)
Project: Grouse Mountain
With the funding provided by the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, my practicum class from Lord Byng
Elementary School from the City of Richmond was able to go on a field trip to Grouse Mountain. My practicum
class is a group of grades two and three students who were all very excited and grateful to have the
opportunity to experience this dynamic educational trip!
Leading up to the trip, my students worked on a unit on BC’s biodiversity and were learning about local animals
and plants in BC. The class was very excited to see and learn more about the bears on Grouse- Coola and
Grinder. As a leading activity, my class went on a nature walk in our school yard, which left them very curious
and excited to compare our local yard diversity to Grouse Mountain.
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Upon arrival at Grouse mountain, students had the opportunity to
ride the Sky Ride gondola. For most of my students this was their
first time going on a gondola and they were very excited to go on!
At the top of the mountain, we went on a guided nature walk and
got to learn about the poles, art instillations, the hummingbird
feeders and tracker, and we noticed and identified many animals,
trees and plants. My class noticed and made curricular connections
to how different the biodiversity was from our school yard, on the
walk they spotted eagles, a wood pecker, stellar jays, Western
hemlock and Douglas fir trees, huckleberry plants and the local
grouse bears-Coola and Grinder.
The highlight for my class was seeing and learning about the local bears. Our educational guide told us that we
were lucky to see the bears active as often they will be napping during the day. In addition, many of my
students loved seeing the bears scat and learning about how biologists use animal scat to learn more about
their diet and their lifestyle. My students also loved how they got to see and go into the space where the bears
hibernated as cubs.
After our walk, we had our lunch outside in the canopy of some trees- we felt very relaxed! Afterwards, we went
into the Hiwus House were we had a Squamish leader share stories and songs with our class. Students loved
hearing the story of Raven and dancing as Ravens. It was such a valuable experience for students to hear
these traditional oral stories from a Squamish leader.

After we left to do a hands-on workshop about Bears in North America. The highlight for many was being able
to feel the different bear furs, learning about their diet and seeing animal skulls and foot prints. It was a
wonderful way to gather more information about bears in such a fun and dynamic way. To add on the fun, we
had some time throwing snow balls at the old barn in the middle of May! Lastly, we had another chance to ride
the sky gondola back down to our school bus! Overall, it was such a fun and memorable experience for all my
students- who might not ever have had the chance to come without the help of this grant!
Division 9 had a blast at Grouse Mountain! This field trip was a wonderful and invaluable opportunity for
students to experience outdoor education, learn from a knowledge keeper from the Squamish nation, and
make curricular connections and spark curiosity! It was a truly memorable experience and wonderful learning
opportunity for the students, and all involved. We are so grateful and thankful to the Emily Longworth Memorial
Award for making this trip possible.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: AIDA SEPEHR
William Cook Elementary School
Project: Vancouver Aquarium Wet lab
Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award I was able to take my 22, Grade 1 & 2 students from William
Cook Elementary school in Richmond to the Vancouver Aquarium where we started our day with a special
program with hands on opportunities and then got to explore the rest of the aquarium as well. This trip really
complimented and enhanced my science and English units where we explored non-fiction science sources and
wrote research reports on different animals.

One of my goals during my time in my practicum class was to strengthen my student’s sense of connection to
our land and oceans and all the animals we share them with and our experience at the aquarium was a real
catalyst in this goal. The Wetlab (community) program provided us with a hands-on experience where my
students got to interact with and learn about live tidal pool sea animals from local B.C. waters. We got to
observe and interact with three different habitats and touch marine animals such as sea anemones, sea
urchins and sea cucumbers. We learned about each of these animals and explored some adaptations that
allow them to thrive in their specific habitat.
We also talked about the impact humans have on the lives of these animals as a result of polluting the oceans.
We discussed some of the consequences that garbage that ends up in the oceans can have on ocean life. We
then took a pledge as a class promising to dispose of our garbage properly as well as pick up safe garbage to
help keep our oceans clean. My students were so inspired that for the rest of the year, they were really selfdriven in caring for animals by picking up garbage around the school.
This trip was a really unique and rare opportunity for my students. It would not have been economically feasible
for us to make this trip happen if it weren’t for the Emily Longworth Memorial Award. I know that this trip is an
experience that will stay with my students for a long time. In fact, at the end of my time with them, many of the
students thanked me for taking them to the aquarium. We also explained to the kids how we were able to make
this field trip happen and the help we received to fund it, and they were all very grateful.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: AL AYNE M ADLAMBAY AN
William Bridge Elementary School
Project: Fort Langley
On Monday, April 29, 2019, the students of William Bridge Elementary’s Division 4 went on a field trip to the
Fort Langley National Historic Site. Here, the students took part in one of the programs offered by the site
called the Fur Trade Challenge. The students were divided into two teams of nine or ten students called
“brigades” to complete different hands-on activities. After receiving a challenge card from the site staff,
brigades completed the challenge then reported back to the site staff. Every correct answer or completed task
earned the brigade a wooden token. Then, the brigade received another challenge card and proceeded with
other tasks. Some of the tasks specific to the Fur Trade Challenge included assembling a bucket, identifying
furs, learning a different language, panning for gold, watching a blacksmith, and re-enacting the proclamation
of British Columbia.

In the process, the students learned how Fort Langley served as one of Hudson’s Bay Company’s forts in the
west, and how the Hudson’s Bay Company and local First Nations groups worked and cooperated with each
other. The field trip helped the students learn more about the fur trading companies (both the similarities and
differences), the establishment of trading posts, and the economic and demographic changes that came about
within British Columbia. The trip also helped and inspired the students for their fort projects. A few weeks after
the field trip, the students were tasked to build their own fort models using cardboard and modeling clay. The
students conducted research about the different buildings, structures, or features of different forts throughout
Canada, drew out a blueprint to plan their design, built their models, and had a gallery walk at the end of the
project.
The kids very much enjoyed their time at Fort Langley. Most of them have never been to the historical site and
they enjoyed every single activity/challenge planned for them. While using and building on to their knowledge
of the fur trade, the students also worked on their communication and teamwork skills as most of the challenge
tasks required students to work together to complete tasks or answer questions. The kids were so into the
challenges that they created their own team names and made sure to remind each other of the questions,
facts, or information from each station in case the site staff would ask them a bonus question for an extra
token.
I, along with the students, are very thankful for the funding provided. Before finishing my practicum, I asked the
students for their favorite memories during the year and so many of them chose the Fort Langley field trip.
They enjoyed learning about the fur trade in class but having the opportunity to come out and experience Fort
Langley made it even better! Once again, thank you for making this trip possible! We are all very grateful!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ALISON BLOOM
Nakusp Elementary School (Arrow Lakes)
Project: Friendship Garden
Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, the grade seven class of
Nakusp Elementary School, the Garden Club of NES and I were able to
build a long anticipated garden on the school grounds. The school
community had many plans for years to start the process of creating a
garden, and these funds got the ball rolling - the school now has plans to
build a greenhouse with old windows. The funds provided allowed us to
purchase 20 blueberry plants and 20 hanging baskets. These purchases
spearheaded the movement of the larger plan - removing asphalt, moving
in soil, and planting seeds. This project was able to get the whole school
and community involved: each class has a spot where they can plant things, and a Garden Club was created inviting anyone from the school who wished to be involved to come help on Tuesdays at lunch.
As mentioned in the application, the students were focusing on
ancient civilisations. Although we didn’t get as far as we liked in
discussing how agriculture has changed landscapes, we focused
more on the scientific end. The students conducted experiments
on how one variable (water, light, worms etc.) would affect how
their plant of choice (a vegetable) grew. We planted the plants
inside in early April and measured and graphed the plants every
day. As the season changed from winter to spring, progress was
made towards building the garden. A water pipe was put in,
asphalt was removed and dirt was delivered. We began working
on landscaping the garden within class time, but also during
Garden Club on Tuesdays at lunch. Part of garden club was planting vegetable seeds indoors and petunias
into hanging baskets. This lifted up the school and provided a sense of warmth surrounding the school. As a
student teacher, I was able to see how clubs like this one brought a school together, and gave students the
opportunity to connect with many different students and teachers.
Once the garden (and weather) were ready for planting, the students first planted
their vegetable seeds from their science experiment. They created rows so each
classroom knew where they could plant their seeds. We then also placed all of the
hanging baskets full of petunias around the perimeter of the school. The students
were also planning their own 16x16 square foot plot of land for a community garden,
so we discussed the science behind gardening and integrated math into the activities.
I purchased 20 blueberry plants from a store in Kelowna and kept them safe until the
students from Quebec arrived. On our last night together, we had a Quesadilla BBQ in the school garden and
planted the blueberry bushes together - the students will always remember how those bushes were planted.
On my last day of practicum, we had a goodbye gathering and tea with the students and teachers. The garden
has become a gathering place for the school and will continue to grow through the years.
The support we received from this award will forever be remembered, as a garden is now blooming due to it
kick starting the project. The garden has become a sensory room, a meeting place and a rich, outdoor learning
environment for students and teachers alike. Thank-you for making this experience possible!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ALLISON BUSS
William Bridge Elementary School
Project: Britannia Shipyards National Historic Site
The Emily Longworth Memorial Award allowed me to take not only
my practicum class, but also another class on a field trip to the
Britannia Shipyards National Historic Site (Britannia). The money
received helped pay for the bus and admission costs for both
Division 1 (Grade K/1 class) and Division 2 (Grade 1/2 class), a total
of 36 students. Our school is an English/French Immersion split
school and the English-speaking side has numerous less-privileged
families, immigrant families, and families with special needs children.
We were thrilled that we were able to provide this educational
opportunity to our students, who may not have had the chance
otherwise.
The field trip helped to conclude our Social Studies unit on
Community. We had spent the previous few weeks learning about
the diverse community that is Richmond, as well as the many jobs
and community helpers that help support our community. During the
“Working on the Waterfront” field trip program, students were able to
learn about, and see with their own eyes, how diverse our
community is (First Nations, Chinese, Japanese, Europeans, etc.) and how, throughout history, it has been
made up of individuals who have a lot in common. They were also able to see how we have shaped the local
environment, and the way in which the local environment, such as the Pacific Ocean and the Fraser River,
shapes who we are and how we live and interact.
Our field trip took place in the morning of May 29th. Due to the proximity of Britannia to the school, the bus trip
only took about 10 minutes. It was a very exciting trip for our Kindergarten students because, for many of
them, this was their first time on a school bus! Upon arrival, we had a quick snack break before starting the
tour.

Our guides for the day greeted us and brought us into the Chinese Bunkhouse, where we began the tour. In
here, the students were shown a short video on the history of Britannia and the people that worked and lived
there since its opening in 1889, before heading out to explore the different buildings that have been preserved
on the site.
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The first building we entered allowed the students to see where people worked. They were able to climb into
an old boat and participate in some hands-on activities, which they loved! They also got to see some of the
tools that the workers would have used and learn about some of the jobs people had.
The guides then took us into the Manager’s House and the Men’s Bunkhouse. Inside, the guides talked briefly
about the two buildings and then allowed the students to ask questions, make inferences, and draw
conclusions about the content, features, and differences and similarities between the two buildings. They were
also asked to think about and discuss how life would have been depending on which building they lived in and
which job they held.
To conclude the field trip, the guides brought the students back to the Chinese Bunkhouse, where they
explained what life was like for children who lived at Britannia. They were then able to make a traditional toy
that children from that time would have made from wood scraps – a top.
After the tour of Britannia, the students ate their lunch and were then led to a nearby school playground to play
before the school bus arrived. Upon arrival back at school, we had a class discussion about life at Britannia
and life as we know it now. To wrap up the field trip, each student drew a picture of one of the houses they
saw while at Britannia and their own house, and then discussed what they noticed about each.
Overall, our trip to the Britannia Shipyards National Historic Site was a success and a valuable learning
experience for this group of students, all made possible by the Emily Longworth Memorial Award. Our classes
appreciate the financial support and the opportunity to learn more about our community.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ALLISON LAU
Mitchell Elementary School
Project: Science World
I felt very fortunate to receive the Emily Longworth Memorial Award earlier this year. My Grade 2/3 students at
Mitchell Elementary had an opportunity to visit Science World to apply and engage with the forces and Applied
Design, Skills and Technology units. This field trip was especially exciting for many of the students because it
was their first time at Science World. My school was in a low-income neighbourhood with a large population of
newly immigrated working families, so this experience was novel, educational and unique.
In preparation for the Science World visit,
my students practiced the scientific
method of questioning, predicting, testing,
recording results and writing conclusions
through various science experiments. The
students inquired and conducted
experiments around friction, magnets, and
various forms of motion. In addition to the
Science curriculum, the Applied Design,
Skills and Technology curriculum
integrated seamlessly into the experiments
of the forces unit. Students designed,
made and shared their ramps and
parachutes while explaining the forces acting on their contraptions.
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This field trip was intentionally planned to conclude the two units. My students were encouraged to explore
Science World with curiosity while applying and making connections to their classroom learning. When we
arrived, students were placed into small groups to freely explore the facility. The teachers and parent
volunteers were asked to bring their small group to the Eureka! Exhibit at some point during the day. This
exhibit, with a focus on motion and energy, directly linked to the forces unit. Students had the opportunity to
play and experiment with the displays. Afterwards, the whole class attended a pre-booked workshop called
Tinkering With Catapults, which incorporated both forces and applied design. All of my students demonstrated
the design process by building Popsicle and elastic band catapults. They were highly engaged; enthusiastic
about the ideating their design, and resilient when their catapults did not launch the pom-poms as far as they
had hoped.
After the workshop and lunch, students went to the Ken Spencer Science Park to check out the “Nature
Exploration” section. This area, covered in natural loose parts such as large logs, wooden planks and sand,
was a space for students to engage in risky play. In addition to promoting the idea that risky play allows
children to self-regulate and discover their limits, this park was an excellent space to reinforce the Applied
Design, Skills and Technology curriculum. Students built large bridges and tested whether their creation was a
safe infrastructure to walk over or needed revisions. When we returned back to the school, we sat in a circle
and shared one thing we liked or learned at Science World. Once everyone verbally shared their thoughts, they
wrote a 4-5-sentence paragraph in their notebooks about their experience.
Ultimately, this field trip was very well received by my students and it was a great place to conclude and
reinforce the forces and applied design concepts in a hands-on, engaging setting. Students walked away with
an excitement for science and tinkering. Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, my Grade 2/3
students, who normally do not receive opportunities to explore the local attractions with their families, gained a
rich and educational experience at a low cost. Thank you to the Longworth family for making this field trip
memorable for my students.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ANGELA JOO
Gordon Greenwood Elementary School
Project: Ecowalk at Grouse Mountain

Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, I was able to take two of my classes on an
educational field trip to Grouse Mountain in late April. We were able to use the funds to help cover
the cost of the admissions fee. We ended up going to the owl program where the students learned
about various owls and endangered species of BC and discussed the impacts and consequences
of extinction. They were able to make connections to their past lesson on climate change,
deforestion, and ecosystems. Some of the main learning outcomes were: Earth and its climate
have changed over geological time, Evolution by natural selection provides an explanation for the
diversity and survival of living things, Economic pecialization and trade networks can lead to
conflict and co-operation between societies and Geographic conditions shaped the emergence of
civilizations.
Once we got up to the top, to our surprise, there was still quite some snow, and so we got to walk
up the snowy mountain. The students were thoroughly enjoying their time on the mountain and it
was a great time of bonding with their friends. As reflected in the pictures, the students were
beaming with happiness all day long. One of the major highlights of the day, according to many of
the students, was the gondola ride. 😊
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A few lovely parents joined us on our trip as
they graciously offered to drive some of our
students to Grouse Mountain.

Before walking up to the peak to see the owl and bears, we got to stop by for a quick snack
break, and it was so nice to see that the students were enjoying their time at Grouse with their
friends.
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There were many activities organized for the students to learn something new about the
animals of Grouse. We had a presenter come in with an owl, and all of the students during
this presentation seemed to be very engaged. The students could still remember a lot from
this field trip as this was reflected in their exit slips that they had to fill in the next day. This
was a good reminder about the benefits of learning through play and place.

After a long fun and exciting day at Grouse Mountain, we took a class picture before heading on back
to school. The students were appreciative of this field trip and had a great time! Thank you for making
this field trip possible! 😊
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ANYA B AYLEY
Como Lake Middle School
Project: Wild Play in Maple Ridge
On May 29th, 2019, 32 students representing grades 6, 7,
and 8 accompanied by 7 adults from Como Lake Middle
attended WildPlay in Maple Ridge. Many of our students had
never attended Wild Play before and they both challenged
and supported each other as they made their away along the
challenging rope courses.
The Emily Longworth Memorial Award made this trip
possible as the money was used towards the bus rental and
to reduce the entrance fee to 20.00 per student. This field
trip was a highlight from my 10-week practicum and it enriched the lives of my students and will be a memory
for them that they will never forget.
Students worked on the following core competencies:
• Creative Thinking: I get ideas when I use my senses to explore.
• Personal Awareness and Responsibility: I can show a sense of accomplishment and joy.
• Positive Personal and Cultural Identity: I can reflect on my strengths and identify my potential as a
leader in my community.
• Social Responsibility: With some direction, I can demonstrate respectful, and inclusive behavior. I can
show this by working together with a smile on our face
• Communication: I can work with others to achieve a common goal: I do my share.
The following student quotes reflect these competencies:
• “I like the ziplines and the course in general.” Me and S. worked together to complete the course.”
• “I liked the activities on the red course.” I worked together with N. and A. to complete the course.”
• “I enjoyed hanging in the trees with my friends.”
• “I liked how everyone was working together and being supportive.”
Thank you for making this fieldtrip possible. I loved seeing students working together and challenging and
supporting each other in the trees 40 meters above the ground.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: AVERY HOLLINGWORTH
Windsor Elementary School
Project: Britannia Mine Museum
Receiving the Emily Longworth Memorial Award allowed for
52 Grade 3, 4, & 5 students from Windsor Elementary in
Burnaby, to engage in a beautiful and place-based learning
experience at Britannia Mines. When asked to reflect on the
field trip, many students wrote that it was their favourite trip
that they have been on, and how thankful they were for the
opportunity. This field trip would have been impossible
without the award, as many students at my practicum school
are low income and would not have the funds for the
admission as well as transportation. By lowering the cost,
students were able to attend and experience a once in a
lifetime field trip that they are likely to remember for a long
time. Upon entering Britannia mines, students were awed by
the size of the building and the gold panning station. Students
kept exclaiming how excited they were to explore the mine
and find some gold! Students went on a guided tour of the
facilities and learned about minerals, the rock cycle, and
natural resources that aligned perfectly with the grade 4 and 5
science and social studies curriculum. Furthermore, it
provided students with a chance to experience place-based
learning and understand why sustainability is important not
only at mines, but in the greater community as well.
The field trip was even better than I expected, but what really surprised me was the lasting impacts it had on
the students. In the weeks following this field trip we continued to learn about the rock cycle and natural
resources. From time to time, students would connect in class learning to something they had seen on the field
trip. For them, being able to connect their classroom learning to the outside world was very exciting and helped
them further engage with the material.
This trip allowed me to address curricular connections to science such as understanding that earth materials
chance as they move through the rock cycle and can be used as natural resources, the ability to demonstrate a
sustained curiosity about a scientific topic, make observations, experience and interpret the local environment,
and express and reflect on personal, shared, or others’ experiences of place. It also aligned with social studies
curriculum such as natural resources continue to shape the economy and identity of different regions of
Canada, take stakeholders’ perspectives on issues, make ethical judgements about events, and understanding
resources and economic development in different regions of Canada.
As a result of this field trip the learning outcomes achieved include learning about cause and consequences
related to mining and resource use, natural resources available in Canada, the value of experiencing placebased education, and the ability to apply critical and creative thinking when engaging with new material and
asking questions.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: BO LI
William Bridge Elementary School
Project: H.R. MacMillan Space Centre
Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award I was able to
take my practicum class (6&7 split class) on a field trip to the
H.R. MacMillan Space Centre on May 1st, 2019. I had originally
planned for a field trip by renting school bus from the Richmond
school district. Unfortunately, as there was no district bus
available at that moment and the cost of renting a bus from
regular bus rental companies would create unnecessary
financial burdens for my students’ families, my SA and I decided that we would take the public transportation
instead, which wasn’t an easy choice as many of my students don’t use public transportation very often. The
students were all excited to be able to go on this field trip as none of my students have attended this school
program before. The money from the Emily Longworth Memorial Award is greatly appreciated as the cost of
the entrance fee for the school program itself ($16.9/student) would have been too much to ask my students
and their families to pay.
We started our day early in the morning by taking the bus. We took
the# 403 bus first to get to the Bridgeport Skytrain station then we
switched to the Skytrain. We then took another #15 buss. It took us
more than 1 hr and 15 minutes to get to the space centre. However, my
class showed some wonderful behavior on the public transportations as
we discussed respectful behaviors in advance. Several passengers
even approached me to compliment how great my students behaved on
the bus, which is a great success for my students as they rarely take
public transportation as a class.
We then had the space launch challenge workshop at the Planetarium which was quite an exciting experience
for all of my students. They first listened to a short lecture of how scientists apply the scientific method to
transform their idea into reality. Students were then given the opportunity to apply their planning and group
working skills as they were divided into groups of 4/5 students. They used Pop
bottles, cardboard, glue guns, and other supplies to make their pop spaceship.
There were engaged in this workshop as it required their critical thinking skills
(e.g., what kind of structure should be added to the pop bottle to reduce the
resistance?).
We then headed out to launch our spaceships. It was a huge success as my
students were supportive of each other. They had learned about how water could
be vaporized to provide energy. However, as we don’t have the equipment at
school, we couldn’t experiment to test this theory. Thanks to this field trip, my
students tested their scientific hypothesis.
We ended our field trip with the planetarium show. My students had a virtual tour of the solar system. They
found that we are only a small part of the galaxies. They also acknowledged how scientists applied the
knowledge they acquired when studying extreme environments on earth to study different planets in space.
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We had another reflection class of this field trip the following day. I was told by my students that they learned a
lot of things through different activities we did in the space centre. They also said that they are interested in
learning more about related space/ extreme environment contents in our remaining science unit. This field trip
was amazing! My students had a great time exploring the extreme environments and the space in the H.R.
MacMillan Space Centre thanks to the funding provided by the Emily Longworth Memorial Award.
Thank you again!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: CAROLYN ANDERSON
Sir Wilfred Grenfell Elementary School
Project: Science World, Geocaching BC

Dear Family of Emily Longworth,

The purpose of the Award is to help fund enrichment or activities that will
enhance curriculum for elementary students which aims to promote positive
social change, such as cross-cultural understandings, healthy lifestyles,
environmental awareness, personal awareness, and/or critical and creative
thinking.
I took this to heart. Here is what I was able to provide for my students (and
other students too!) thanks to the award:
Science World – I had originally planned to see a different Omnimax film at
an earlier date – however, I came down with bronchitis and had to
reschedule. Science World was great at accommodating this, and I got
right to work on preparing the class for Great Bear Rainforest. I wanted the
students to really value the experience. We did an inquiry into different
types of bears, and where they live, and how many mammals we could
name that may live in a rainforest. We pondered whether humans live in a
rainforest. After the field trip, and the film, we pondered these same
questions, and were able to give much more detailed answers... also
coming to a new understanding of the indigenous people featured in the
film, and their relationship to other species in the rainforest.

I have been moved to tears a
number of times in considering
what you have done to make the
world a better place, in memory
of your daughter. This has given
me pause to reflect on my own
life, and to be sure that I make the
most of what I have and what
difference I can make in the
world. Because of the award, I
was able to provide a number of
really great experiences for my
students. I spent hours
researching my options, and
making the most of the $700.
This was a highlight of my
practicum! You will see, below, all
the free experiences I was able to
gift to my students on account of
your generosity. Thank you for
creating such a beautiful gift that
touches so many.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Anderson

In the workshop called Tinkering Marbles (see photo attached), the students were challenged to experiment
with ways to create a pathway with tunnels and funnels and drops to get a marble from shoulder height to the
ground, using various materials provided. I have to admit that I felt a bit jealous, and I would have liked to do
this as a child! Every student was engrossed in the activity, in small groups.
Finally, my school advisor and I decided to give the students 40 minutes of free time after lunch, to explore
anything at all on the second floor of Science World. This freedom was a bit scary for me as a teacher ...
however, it was amazingly successful. The students exercised their freedom very responsibly, staying within
the parameters we gave, and they had a ball. After the field trip, their feedback to me was that they would like
to have that experience on every floor; as there was so much more they would like to see, try and do.
This was the main item for which I had applied for the award. It was an excellent experience. Further, I think it
is really important that students who live in greater Vancouver get to experience all the amazing educational
opportunities and venues that are here. The Emily Longworth Award made this possible. Thank you!
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Beaty Box: Whale Flipper X-ray two-week rental
I used the inquiry method to see what the students knew about whales and it was really fun! After half an hour,
I revealed the x-ray and plaster bone replicas, and the students were enthused to work on it. I brought the Xray out on numerous occasions letting three students at a time figure out where to put the bones on the X-Ray,
like a puzzle. We learned a great deal about the size of various mammals, and the comparative anatomy of
the human hand and the whale flipper. I happily offered to share this resource with other teachers in my
school, and a number of them were glad to use it.
Our Guests:
CNIB – After reading aloud a book on the training of the first guide dog in Switzerland in 1924, and
subsequently in the United States, I arranged to have a guest come in from CNIB (with a sighted companion).
We had so many questions for her about how she adapted to life without sight, that we doubled the time
allotted for her visit. She taught us Braille, and discussed technology designed for people who are blind, and
etiquette for being helpful to people who are blind. My aim was to increase my students’ empathy and
awareness for people who have different challenges than themselves. It was an amazing experience. I intend
to repeat it every year.
North Shore Search and Rescue – I also read aloud a book in the same series, about dogs who helped
people crossing the Alps, in the time of Napoleon. These dogs could find people buried in avalanches, and get
help, or guide people back to the hostel. Thus, I arranged to meet a Search and Rescue volunteer who had a
service dog, and demonstrate a rescue. Our guest had me hide up the hill, behind a tree, as she talked to our
group about safety. She then commanded her dog to find me. The dog bounded up the hill, following my
scent, and immediately barked and attacked me with wet kisses. I was so surprized I burst out laughing in
amazement! The dog barked in such a way upon finding me, that you knew she took her work very seriously.
This was an experience I will never forget, and the class was duly impressed. We all gained a new
understanding of intelligent other species can be; and that other creatures have abilities that we do not.
Geocaching BC – I thought it would be fun for the class to have a walking field trip, and try a new technology.
Our guest from Geocaching BC discussed the activity, and how it is like looking for treasure, using technology.
He was very enthusiastic and helpful. I hope the students consider getting out in nature to treasure hunt with
their families.
Pizza Party – I secretly imagined that Emily would like this one: after geocaching, I had a delivery of pizza
arrive without my students’ knowledge. I then asked my class if we should celebrate our achievements of the
day, and of the practicum. They said yes. I asked, “Who wants a pizza party?” They all cried, “yes!” and
whooped it up, like it was a dream come true, as I immediately produced a stack of pizzas!! My school advisor
and I laughed together, both of us in on the surprise and the reward for the class.
In summary, I hope you feel happy with the events I chose, in supplementing our main field trip to Science
World. It was amazing to be able to gift my students with all these events. I loved sending home the Field Trip
Form for the parents’ consent, and writing “0” for the amount they would have to pay.
Thank you for making all of this possible!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: CATERINA CUTRI & CORINA KUBAN
Gilpin Elementary School
Project: French Chef: Cooking lessons
The staff and students at Gilpin Elementary were so grateful to be
recipients of the Emily Longworth Memorial Award and appreciated the
opportunity to invite Chef Kevin into our classes! After further getting to
know our practicum classes, and upon the suggestion of Chef Kevin,
we diverted slightly from our original plan of offering our students a
crepe-making workshop. Instead, students had the opportunity to learn
how to make traditional French Canadian Maple Candy, tying into our
curricular goals in Core French and ADST.
This workshop provided our students the opportunity to engage in
kinesthetic learning; measuring, mixing, and forming the candy. Each
student was able to create their own bag of candy to take home with
them, and enjoyed this hands-on and creative activity immensely! In
addition, the workshop contextualized Francophone and French culture.
Chef Kevin shared from his own French heritage, as well as providing explanations of the significance of the
candy in Francophone culture. Bringing this experience to our students at Gilpin was a true gift for the TCs,
SAs, EAs, and most importantly, the students! This workshop was a celebration of our time together and a fun
summative opportunity for the learning we had done together over the course of practicum.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: CLAUDI A CHUNG
Queensbury Elementary School
Project: Museum of Anthropology, “Cedar Tree of Life” Program
At the beginning of the year in January, I found out that
my proposal was selected amongst a pool of applicants
for the Emily Longworth Memorial Award. I was excited
by the news and was looking forward to bringing my
Grade 3 practicum class to the Museum of Anthropology.
As part of my extended practicum, I had to teach a unit
on Local Indigenous Groups. I had chosen the Museum
of Anthropology because I knew that it would be an
enriching and enlightening learning opportunity for my
students. This field trip served as a provocation and
introduction to our entire unit. This field trip allowed my
students to think about the following big idea, curricular
competencies, and content from the Grade 3 Social
Studies curriculum:
•
Big Idea: Indigenous knowledge is passed down through oral history, traditions, and collective memory.
•
Use Social Studies inquiry processes and skills to ask questions; gather, interpret, and analyze ideas; and
communicate findings and decisions
•
Explain why people, events, or places are significant to various individuals and groups (significance)
•
Relationship between humans and their environment
•
Cultural characteristics and ways of life of local First Peoples and global indigenous peoples
As part of the field trip, I had signed up my class for one of the School Programs led by MOA volunteers. The
school program was called the Cedar: Tree of Life. I chose this program because it aligned with our unit goals
of learning more about the importance and significance of land and place to the Coast Salish family
(Musqueum, Squamish, Tsleil-Waututh) and why nature is important to Indigenous peoples. Through this
program, my students learned more about the importance of the cedar tree to the Coast Salish people and also
learned about the traditional and contemporary uses of cedar.
This field trip took place during the first week of my
practicum. On the day of the field trip the students were
really excited to visit MOA because for almost all of my
students it was their first time going out all the way to UBC.
The students were arranged into four different groups for
the day. When we arrived at MOA we were greeted by the
MOA volunteers outside of the museum and started with a
land acknowledgement. When we got inside the museum,
one of the first activities the students participated in was a
silent gallery walk. After the gallery walk the students sat
down and looked at maps of Vancouver during pre-contact
times and now. The students shared their observations and
predictions on why the maps looked different and how
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might people change the natural geography of where we live. In this activity the students learned about the
impact of humans and how they change the natural environment around them. The students were very
engaged and showed their respectful and active listening skills during the map activity.
After the students had a chance to explore the rest of the
museum in smaller groups. In this part of the tour
students learned more about the linguistic diversity of the
many Indigenous groups in British Columbia, how
bentwood boxes are made, how long it takes to make a
canoe, and how weaving is an integral part of the Coast
Salish people’s lives. Many of the students were
surprised to see how the Coast Salish peoples were very
resourceful in using the cedar tree to make a wide
variety of objects and artwork.
The last part of the program included an exploration
inquiry period. During this time the students were in their groups exploring various cedar objects. Some of
these objects were replicas and some were donated for educational purposes. The students were really
excited about this field trip the most because they got to hold some of the objects that they saw during the tour.
They all loved sharing their predictions and connections of the cedar objects to what they saw during the tour.
It was very enjoyable and enriching hands-on activity! This was truly a highlight of the field trip for many of the
students.
This part of the field trip connected with another
activity that we did post-field trip. In one of our
post-field trip activities, the students connected
their new knowledge of cedar tree to some other
questions and wonders that they wanted to learn
more about. Following that activity, my students
made postcards about their favourite part of the
field trip and what they learned. Some of the
students wrote the postcards to their friends in
other classes or their siblings.
This field trip was a success and my students
enjoyed every moment of it. Many of my students
look forward to re-visiting the Museum of
Anthropology in the future! It was amazing to see
my students so connected with nature and learn
more about the value and importance of the Coast Salish peoples in our community. This field trip would have
not been possible without the generous and kind support from the Longworth Family. We are very grateful for
this wonderful and enriching opportunity. Thank you!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ELISE PEARSON
Sir Sanford Fleming School
Project: Fresh Roots Farms and Garden
I would like to extend my deepest gratitude to the Longworth Family for this award. During my ten-week
practicum, I used the funding to take my 21 grade six students on three field trips to Fresh Roots Farm at David
Thompson Secondary School. At Fresh Roots, my students looked at how biodiversity and climate affects food
crops, and they explored the social, environmental and economic impacts of our food consumption. They were
also given the opportunity to weed, transplant and learn about growing under different conditions. They made
observations upon each visit to the farm and watched their learning – literally - come to life. Many of my
students spoke of these field trips as a highlight of my time with them!
The programming at Fresh Roots functioned as a way to enrich an
interdisciplinary unit I was teaching on gardening throughout my entire
practicum. The unit used the theme of school yard gardening to explore plants
and their needs, the materials and mixtures that help to sustain plant life
(Science 6), Indigenous perspectives and practices of sustainability and plant
management (Science 6), local and global food systems (Career Education 6).
We used our conversations about sustainability and reciprocity in Health
Education to enrich our understanding of our garden in Science. I read four
Indigenous legends by Roy Henry Vickers and Robert Bud in English
Language Arts to teach about Reading Powers; all stories whose themes link
back to gratitude and respect for the natural world. Throughout the project and
field trips I watched students’ appreciation and respect for the natural world
grow alongside their plants. They applied their learning from Fleming to their
learning at Fresh Roots to their learning at Fleming, and vice versa.
I was also able to build three planter boxes from recycled material, use seeds from the UBC seed library and
soil donated by the Vancouver School Board to engage students in our own garden project at Fleming school
for free. Students planted, grew and maintained nine different vegetables using permaculture methods such as
company planting, which is also an Indigenous practice. My students planted wildflowers with their buddy class
around the perimeter of the boxes to attract pollinators. This kicked off a collaborative presentation both
classes gave at a whole school assembly about being kind to the land. I donated the planter boxes to Fleming;
their garden committee has told me they will continue to use them in the years to come. As a final project they
created a “Garden Book”, a resource that outlines some of what we learned throughout our process.
The Emily Longworth Memorial Award allowed my students to engage in experiential learning in their
community. I am confident the lessons they learned at Fresh Roots and in our own planter boxes are ones they
will cherish for life. My goal was to help them become more environmentally conscious, healthy humans who
care about their local community and the planet. Another goal was to simply get them learning from the
outdoors. Look at the section “what I learned from gardening” at the end of each page in the “Garden Book” to
see for yourselves some of what they gained from this award! I removed student names however each
page/plant was grown and written about by groups of two to three different students. The introduction we wrote
together as a class.
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Sample from Division 5 Garden Book
Introduction: This book is a representation of Division 5’s contribution to Flemings’ garden in 2019. We planted
a variety of plants, such as peas, lettuce, broccoli, kale, leeks, radishes and beets. In our book, we have
included important information regarding our plants’ needs and their optimum growing conditions. In addition
we have included the observations we made during the growing process. We used Companion Planting, and
Indigenous practice of growing diverse gardens. In Companion Planting, plants are grown with plants they like;
they share and provide nutrients for one another and prevent pests. We planted wildflowers in our garden with
our Little Buddies to attract pollinators, and noticed how our buddies’ ownership over the plants helped them
treat them with respect and care. During our process, we learned about how gardening submerges us in to the
natural world by giving as the opportunity to take care of our plants like they provide for us. Gardening has
allowed us to work with the natural world in order to help create a better, healthier earth. We hope that the
knowledge we have shared in this book will help Fleming cultivate successful gardens in the future!
Kale Storm
Time of year to plant: March to July, July to August indoors, and
August transplant.
How to sow: You should plant Kale Storm in a block or a wide row.
Sprinkle the seeds evenly in moist soil. Always space seeds 1
centimetre apart from each other. After you place your seeds, cover
them lightly with soil. 4 grams of seeds will plant a 12 centimetre row.
Optimum growing conditions: Grow in well-drained soil with plenty of organic matter. Offer the plant a lot of
nitrogen with a soil pH of 6.5. Plant the Kale in full sunlight.
Companion plants: artichokes, beets, celery, cucumber, lettuce, onion, peas, potatoes, radishes, spinach,
garlic, basil, dill, chamomile, mint, rosemary, sage, thyme
Plant Family: Mustards
Origins: Europe
Harvest: There are two ways to harvest. You can use scissors to cut it all (or half) or pick kale one by one with
your hands. You harvest them when they are 10 to 15 cm tall.
Observations growing this plant: My partner and I had planted the seeds around the edge and near the middle
of the planter box. We planted each seed about 1 centimetre away from each other, so it won’t crowd, and they
won’t compete for the nutrients. The soil should be moist at the top. We took out 1 of the Kale plants and saw
that the roots were purple and the outlining of the leaves are purple. That is one way to find a difference
between a weed and Kale Storm. The leaves felt like grip from the water drying on top of them. About 2 weeks
after planting, the roots were 5 centimetres deep into the soil. This is good for the soil because it brings the soil
together.
What we have learned from gardening: the time we have been gardening so far, both of us loved being outside
and learning about all of the ecosystem and life out in the planter boxes. One of us had volunteered to water
the plants and they enjoyed the outside. “Being outside gives more oxygen to your body and is healthier than
sitting inside,” Madame Pearson had said in 2019. We all care about our plants in our class and we hope they
turn out well!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ELIZABETH NGUYEN AND NICOLE WONG
James Thompson Elementary School
Project: Building Connections to Land and Community
Division 9 and 10 of James Thompson Elementary are extremely grateful and appreciative of the generosity of
the Longworth family and all those involved in making the Emily Longworth Memorial Award possible. The
funding from this award allowed our two kindergarten/grade one classes to participate in engaging, hands-on
experiences that further enriched their learning in many subject areas (including social studies, language arts,
and science). 39 students participated in both a fieldtrip to UBC farms (Farm and Forest Adventure program)
and an Indigenous Storytelling workshop led by the Full Circle First Nations Performance group. Overall, the
Longworth grant allowed us to foster deep understanding and learning connections between the First Peoples
Principles of Learning, Indigenous worldviews, an awareness of the local land and community, social
responsibility and environmental stewardship, and scientific knowledge of plants.
All of the K/1 classes at Thompson had the honour of
meeting a Squamish nation storyteller from the Full Circle
First Nations Performance group and participating in one
of the Moccasin Trek: Arts on the Move! storytelling
workshops. Stories are an integral part of Indigenous
language and culture and the students had an amazing
time hearing the story of how Seagull stole the sun,
interacting with traditional singing and music, finding out
more about Indigenous regalia, and learning about
gratitude for Mother Earth and all the living things around
us. Some of the links to the curriculum we chose to focus
on during our practicums were ‘local First Peoples
knowledge of the local landscape and plants’ and ‘Healthy
communities recognize and respect the diversity of
individuals and care for the local environment,’ and inviting
a First Nations speaker/performer to the school allowed
the students to learn more about Indigenous worldviews in
an authentic and meaningful way. This workshop also
emphasized the interconnectedness of animals, plants,
and humans, and it was a great way to open up
conversations about why it is important to care for our
world and those who live in it. Our original proposal for the
grant was to visit the Indigenous Health Research and Education Garden and participate in a workshop while
on our trip to UBC farms, but due to programming changes and costs, we chose to arrange the Moccasin Trek
workshop instead. In the end however, the workshop was amazing and still connected perfectly to the themes
we were introducing in our science and social studies units.
After weeks of learning more about how plants grow, local plants in our community, uses of plants, and raising
our own plants in the classroom, our two classes visited UBC Farms. At the farm, the students were guided
through the neighbouring forest and played games that helped them engage with their senses and learn the
names of native plant species. The fungi, moss, trees, and ferns were all fascinating to the students and many
were filled with questions and wonders. We were able to see some of the food grown at the farm and build on
what students had already learned in class about organic vs. non-organic farming and what parts of the plants
are edible. Students tasted the vegetables and herbs grown in the garden; many that they had never tried
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before such as chives, rosemary, and even kale flowers! This was a lot of fun for the students and many asked
if we could go back to school and pick more kale flowers to eat from the school garden. Seeing the different
roles that plants play in our everyday lives also reminded students that it is important to live sustainably and be
mindful of our impact on the earth—students were struck by the idea that we need to care for plants because
plants give us so many of the things that we need.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ELLENI ASIMAKIS
Simon Cunningham Elementary School
Project: Science World
Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, my practicum class was able to take a field trip to Science
World in order to enrich and support what they were learning in school. My practicum class was a grade 2/3
French Immersion class, made up of 21 students. My practicum class was also located in an inner city
neighbourhood, where limited funding was available for students to participate in field trips or “extra” curricular
activities.
The field trip took place on May 1st, 2019. Students participated in a live show, workshop and exploration of
exhibits. Through these experiences, students had the opportunity to learn through hands-on learning
experiences relating to their “how forces influence the motion of an object” (Grade 2) and “thermal energy can
be produced and transferred” (Grade 3) Science unit, and the ADST grade 2 and 3 curricular competencies.
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During the field trip, students participated in a lab workshop “Exploring Matter”, and viewed the live stage show
“Locomotion”. They also explored the exhibit, Eureka, which explained how force and motion are connected.
Through these exhibits the students were able to connect and apply what they have learned at school. All
exhibits and activities focused on the big ideas, “forces influence the motion of an object” (Grade 2) and
“thermal energy can be produced and transferred” (Grade 3).

Although the curricular content is important, looking back on the field trip, I can clearly see that the field trip
went far beyond curriculum. The students were given an opportunity to use their French language skills in an
authentic and “untraditional” setting during the workshop. Students also had the opportunity to transfer their
curricular competencies into the “real world”. I had the experience to see students interact with parents, other
adults, other students from various schools, as well as classmates that they would not have normally spent
time with at school.
Due to these interactions, I felt that through this field trip I saw my students in a new light, and this was
extremely valuable for me, as an educator to bring back my new understandings of my students back to the
classroom. One of the main examples that I would like to share that opened my eyes was during the live show
the presenter asked for a volunteer and one of my students who is selectively mute (extremely shy) put her
hand up. Out of all the students, she was chosen. At first I didn’t think anything of it, because I didn’t think she
would go up in front of all the students (and I must say it was over 80 students in the audience!!!) - but to my
surprise she got up and stood up in front of the whole audience and helped the presenter! I was shocked and
extremely happy to say the least. This student had formerly been hesitant to stand up (no talking, just holding
up a poster) in front of her own class, and then she was standing on the main stage at science world! I later
congratulated her on her bravery and I saw a change in her behaviour at school. This experience gave her a
sense of confidence and after the field trip, she would willingly participate in more “risky” ways than before - for
example, holding posters, using the pointer to read out the story, hand out papers. This field trip was much,
much more than just learning about force and thermal energy. I felt that it helped my students grow as
individuals and brought all the students closer as a class for the rest of the year.
Thank you to the scholarship committee for choosing me as a recipient, and for giving my students such a rich
and memorable experience.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: BETHAN PAQUIN & EMILY BRUINS
William Cook Elementary School
Project: Capilano Suspension Bridge
It was such an honour to be awarded the Emily
Longworth Memorial Award. We are so thankful to have
the funds to allow us to take our inner city students out
into the wild. It was such a rich and delightful experience
for our kids. The funds we received allowed us to take
our kids to Capilano Suspension Bridge. We had a
whole range of kids, some of whom had been there
before, while others had no idea where or what it was. It
was such a treat that we had beautiful weather on the
day we went.
Our goals for taking our students to the park were
varied. We hoped to connect their learning in the
classroom about soil composition and rocks to the
elements they would experience in the park. We also
hoped to deepen their connections with each other in a
new place and situation. Finally, we hoped that it would
be a day that they would remember because it was fun
and engaging. When we asked our students to reflect on
the field trip the next day, we were delighted that
through their own words, our goals were met.
Our student reflections were really heart-warming. We
had students say “this was the best field trip I have been
on.” And “I liked that we got to be outside.” We offered our students a fair amount of free time and choice within
the very safe parameters of the park and they absolutely loved being able to roam about freely and spend time
together interacting between our two classes.
We are both grateful that our students were able to
have the opportunity to share this experience with our
students. Many of our students recently immigrated to
Canada and have never had the chance to explore
the natural wonders of our beautiful province. We
believe that our jobs as teachers is to create
meaningful experiences for our students that go
beyond the walls of a regular classroom. Thanks to
the generosity of your family, we were able to bring
the learning outside and create lasting memories from
holding a banana slug, to taking on challenges to
cross a bridge, to counting rings on a tree.
We hope our trip to Capilano has helped our students
appreciate not only the real world connections of their learning, but also provided powerful learning
experiences that will last a lifetime.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: GLICHELLE PEREYRA
Jessie Wowk Elementary School
Project: Visiting Professor
Math was never my favourite subject in school, so it came as no surprise that
one of the biggest challenges I faced during my practicum was how to properly
engage my Grade 5/6 students given the incredible range of Math skills they
had. On the one hand, I had one student with a Mild Intellectual Disability,
meaning his intellectual functioning is between 2 and 3 standard deviations
below the norm. On the other hand, one student was clearly mathematically
gifted and had even participated in Math contests at UBC. Both are in the
same grade. This led me to ask for assistance from Callysto Ambassador, Dr.
Richard Hoshino, a Math professor at Quest University in Squamish. He has
also published The Math Olympian, a story of a young girl’s dream of
representing Canada at the International Mathematical Olympiad. He
developed a lesson plan that would integrate mathematical problem solving into my probability class.
When Dr. Hoshino arrived, the students were a little bit intimidated about his background, but after telling them
a bit about himself, they started asking him many questions about his work, his travels, and his book. The
students were especially curious about how he started working with the professional Japanese baseball league
and how he went about writing a novel. The former topic was interesting for the students because it showed
that Dr. Hoshino identified a real-world problem – inefficient scheduling system, approached the Japanese
baseball league, and utilized mathematics to improve the system. It really showed the real-world application of
mathematical skills. I think that many students have a hard time bridging the gap between what they are
learning in school and how they can use it in real life. The latter topic, writing a novel, was quite inspirational for
the students because none of them had ever met a published author in person. Furthermore, the majority of my
students are of Asian descent. Unfortunately, there are not many Asian role models in the media; hence, to be
able to meet a successful Asian-Canadian leaves a profound impact on them.
Richard’s lesson plan was composed of two parts: experiential learning and technology-based data collection.
He divided the class into nine groups of three, and they played a probability game using dice. At first, the
students were randomly choosing numbers, but a few started to understand that the numbers they rolled were
in fact not just based on luck – probability is a major factor. Not only was it fun for the students, but it also had
multiple entry points for my students since they all had different levels of mathematical abilities. Then, Dr.
Hoshino explained how probability came into play in the game. He used a variety of ways to explain this in
order to cater to the diverse range of learners: visual, sensory, and auditory.
Next, Dr. Hoshino used Google Translate, a program many of my students have used in the past. He asked
them what other languages they speak and used the program to show the translated English sentences. The
students had a great time sharing the languages in which they are fluent. It was a great opportunity especially
for my English Language Learners to showcase their expertise in other languages. Dr. Hoshino then showed
us how Google Translate actually uses probability to translate. He showed us several examples, and it really
highlighted the real-world application of the mathematical concepts that we learn in class.
After his lesson, Dr. Hoshino visited the school librarian and gifted a signed copy of his novel, The Math
Olympian, to the Jessie Wowk library. Hopefully, the book would inspire future mathematicians in the school.
Again, I thank the Longworth family for giving me an opportunity to invite Dr. Hoshino to my Grade 5/6
classroom!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: GREG UREMOVICH
Begbie View Elementary School
Project: Inspiration Woods at Mt. Revelstoke National Park
Thank you for supporting our class at Begbie View Elementary in Revelstoke, BC and providing our grade 5/4
class and volunteers with a lunch of their choice (Subway sandwiches & wraps) to celebrate their enthusiasm
and work ethic on May 24. On the traditional territories of the the Sinixt, Ktunaxa, Secwepemc, and Syilx
nations, the students had an incredible day in Revelstoke National Park in the Inspiration Woods trail.
In my initial proposal for the award, I had taken into account the interests of the class and their previous trip to
the Big Eddy Bluff trail, outside of Revelstoke. At this site, there was a stretch of trail that the class had told me
needed some trail work. In the fall, students communicated a desire to learn about trail recovery and
maintenance.
Initially, I believed that this would be a great site for a return field trip to do some of the necessary trail work
and to take on other curricular competencies and content while on trail. After visiting the site in the spring,
following a winter season, it was a quick decision that the Big Eddy Bluff trail would not be a safe nor suitable
location for the day that the class and I were planning.
A large piece of the field trip planning was coordinating
with the National Park to obtain volunteer staff that is
knowledgeable in different areas (trail building,
flora/fauna and invasive species identification.
Ultimately, the most accessible and logical location for
the class and volunteers was within the National Park,
and on one of the nicest trails in Revelstoke. For almost
all of the students, it was their first experience in
‘Inspiration Woods’. From their reflections, there were a
variety of learning moments and experiences while on
trail.
I planned a few structured moments while on trail,
utilizing activities from outdoor learning guide, Coyote’s
guide to connecting with nature and ultimately producing
a personal ‘comic strip’ of their experience that day.
Much of the behavioural expectations for the day were
scaffolded over the course of my time with this class.
When scheduling allowed, we would spend two
mornings weekly, outside, as a class, in the forests and
beaches along the Columbia and Illecillewaet rivers.
Our Guiding Question:
What preparation & procedures will allow us, as a class, to discover more about our local ecosystem while
learning about trail maintenance?
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Flow of the day:
Hiking the 2.5 km loop, learning about trail building/maintenance and witnessing trail work, learning about local
flora/fauna, trail running technique, working in small groups to create their own ‘mini-park’, having a 20 minute
personal sit-spot activity while utilizing their senses and making observations. Stations were setup, utilizing the
knowledge of teachers, park volunteers, and teacher assistants. Students were given choice in where they
wanted to dive further into their learning. Having six knowledgeable adults was a fantastic success.
Following a celebratory lunch, taking previously made signs and attending the global climate rally at
Revelstoke city hall, alongside many other students and staff, including SD19 Superintendent, Mike Hooker.
Learning Outcomes:
I can celebrate my efforts & accomplishments. –It was wonderful to celebrate those efforts and learning with a
good hearty lunch.
I contribute to group activities that make my classroom, school, community, or natural world a better place. Improving the use of the trail. The fantastic curious energy that the grade 4 and 5 class brings every day in the
classroom will contribute to bettering the local community and natural world.
I can explore materials and actions - students explored the local flora/fauna and had many cool & interesting
discoveries.
I get ideas when I use my senses to explore –I can give, receive, and act on feedback when working with
groups and on my own.
This field trip was a culminating day that contributed to the ongoing sense of ownership for this group of
children with their local surroundings and trail systems. With the help of the Emily Longworth Memorial Award,
the socio-economic disparity between these children was not evident for one lunch, where we shared a meal to
celebrate their learning.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JAMES MCLEOD
William Bridge Elementary School
Project: CBC Newsroom and Science World
I would like to extend a huge thank you to the Longworth Family from myself and all of the students in Division
6 at William Bridge Elementary. Because of this generous donation, we were to go downtown to visit the CBC
Newsroom and Science World. It was a fun, educational, and memorable day for all.
The final cost of Science World Admission was $282 which was paid for entirely from the donation. There were
no fees involved with the tour of CBC newsroom. The students paid for their own Skytrain fare, which left a
remainder of approximately $50 for the school. As many of these students are from low income households, it
was most of their first times going to Science World.
At CBC, we were able to see where they create local and national news broadcasts. We were also able to
learn about how news radio is created and see those studios as well. The highlight for the students was taking
photos behind the news desk like real anchors. This was a great wrap up to our unit on media.
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At Science World the students were able to explore
the Eureka area which allows them to experiment
with various contraptions. As we had just finished
learning all about Newton’s Laws of Motion, this
was a perfect way to put those laws to the test. We
also booked a catapult workshop where each of the
students built a working catapult and then we
competed in launching projectiles. This was another
great opportunity to put our understanding of
Newton’s Laws to good use.
The special exhibit was a mirror maze. Once inside
the maze all avenues looked identical with infinite
reflections of yourself. I personally thought I had
escaped only to realize I was back at the beginning.
Everyone loved this exhibit.
As the trip took place in my last week working with
the class, it was a very nice way for me to say
goodbye to them. I’m so glad I was able to take
them out and have such an enjoyable day with them
all. They are a truly wonderful group of kids and
they had so much fun.
Thank you again. It was a really great experience
for them and me!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JENNIFER DINH
Queensbury Elementary School
Project: Wildlife Education Program at Grouse Mountain
With the help of the Emily Longworth Memorial Award
grant, I took my grade one class from Queensbury
Elementary on a field trip to Grouse Mountain for the
Wildlife Education Program. This field trip perfectly
complimented our learning in the classroom by providing
hands-on opportunities for students to learn about how
plants and animals adapt in order to survive in their
environment. It also provided an authentic First Nations
cultural experience and added to the importance of
place-based learning. Throughout the couple of weeks
leading up to the day of the field trip, we learned about
First Nations communities and traditions in Social
Studies, students were growing beans in their own pot in
the classroom, and as a class we were hatching chicks!
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The day started with gathering everyone in the classroom and designating students to their parent drivers. I
was lucky to have seven parents volunteer to drive and help supervise this field trip! We met our wonderful tour
guide who gave us an overview of the day and then boarded our Gondola trip up to the top of the mountain.
For many of the students, it was their first time! Our tour guide took us on an Eco Walk tour, visiting the bear
habitat along the way. We met Grinder and Coola, two orphaned bears that have been living at Grouse
Mountain for eighteen years. We got to see them swim, eat and explore their habitat all while we were learning
about their histories and bear facts. Our tour guide showed us their hibernation location and how they were
able to monitor the bears during the winter on cameras in the huts where they hibernated.
After our EcoWalk, we moved into our second
activity. Students were grouped into small
groups of 4-5 and were placed into stations that
the students are to rotate through. Each table
had a different activity about how animals and
plants adapt to survive. The activities were very
hands-on, such as matching facts to polar,
black or brown bears, matching footprints to the
correct animal, and arranging the correct steps
of a bean plant’s growth. The students were all
engaged in the various activities. This activity
directly addressed the big idea that we have
been learning: “Living things have features and
behaviours that help them survive in their
environment.”
Lastly, we took a walk towards the Hiwus
Feasthouse. Our tour guide took us to an
important tree that had a carving dedicated to a
grandmother who passed away, highlighting
traditional First Nations culture and art.
Afterwards, we entered the Hiwus Feasthouse
where we watched an elder talk about First
Nations traditions, tell stories and sing
traditional songs. We were encouraged to get
up and dance around the light in the centre of
the room.
This field trip would not have been possible without the
generous grant from the Longworth Family. I had many
parents come up afterwards to tell me how great the field
trip was and how much they had learned themselves!
This field trip extended their learning and was a very
valuable and pleasurable experience.
Thank you again!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JENNIFER IVINGS
Grandview Elementary School
Project: Discovering “This Place”
To effectively study ‘This Place’ one must find themselves living in and with the world, using their senses to
absorb all that is around them, making connections with themselves as beings on the Earth, with the Earth, and
of the Earth. The studies that Grandview grade 2/3 students divulged into went beyond the walls of the
classroom and facts in the textbooks. The Emily Longworth Memorial Award afforded three trips to the water’s
edge of three local nations the land belongs to: Musqueam Terrtotiry of Spansih Banks, the Squamish Territory
of Stanley Park, and the Tsliel-Waututh Territory of Cates Park.

Each place offered a variety of belongings (otherwise known as artifacts) of the earth to engage with. There
were curricular concepts and activities that the students worked on in each location relating to where we were,
our connection to the place, the creatures who inhabit the place, and the local Indigenous stories.
The students recorded what they discovered with their five senses in a scavenger hunt report. There were
cameras, binoculars, magnifying glasses, identification pamphlets, and Indigenous plant cards available for use
at every location. Over the course of the ten-week unit on this place the students compiled their learning into a
journal named ‘This Place’. Within this journal you can find a map, scavenger hunt with pictures, haiku poem,
photos, journal entries, from each place that we visited. Above that were there know/wonder/learn journeys and
acrostic poems.
While a large portion of my assessment was in the eyes of the students as they held a crab for the first time, or
discovered a hermit crab sneaking out of their shell, or the crane waiting patiently to size the next fish, or the
eagle calling from the nest and flying overhead, the journals revealed more than we had anticipated. The
commitment we had to bring young students to the seaside revealed more learning outcomes than expected.
Our community of Div.4 was strengthened by these trips.
The student seen here (to the right) taking a photo across the water
excelled with the technology in nature. His fascination with the rock
guide and capturing the perfect photo highlighted his strengths that
could not be realized in the classroom.
A different student (below) showed his soft and compassionate love
for the creatures of this place by caressing and admiring the details
of the crabs, sea stars, and hermit crabs. His memory for living
creatures is stronger than any other learning and for the remainder
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of the unit would recall the names and details of such creatures.
Many parts of this unit resonated with the students as well
as the adults that took part. About half way through the unit
while doing a reflective piece the students were heard
saying “I like this place studies”. Or when we began our day
at Whey-Ah-Whichen (Cates park) that windy day in May we
slowly made our way around the corner to the calm side and
a student say “Whey-Ah-Whichen, facing the wind! I get it!”.
Our final thoughts were, “let’s do this again next year!”

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JENNIFER LUM
Hastings Elementary School
Project: Grouse Mountain
The funding received from the Emily Longworth
Memorial Award was able to provide an
experience for my kids that many would not
have gotten the opportunity to do. The Grouse
Mountain Educational Field Trip Program has 3
components, which I was able to customize to
meet my curricular focus and tie it into what they
were learning in class.
On Wednesday May 8th, 2019 we started the
day early at 8:45am, and hopped on a bus to
Grouse Mountain. Once we got there, our tour
guide greeted us and showed us to the sky ride
(gondola). This was one of the highlights for the kids. As I looked around, I saw them fascinated with the
nature, scenery and the skyline. Once at the top, we were all surprised by the amount of snow that was still on
the ground! We went for a bit of a trek up to the longhouse for the Hiwus presentation. This was truly a unique
and authentic First Nations experience, as the elder was so engaging. The children got to hear the Seagull
story about sharing, generosity, doing one’s best and caring for one another. They also took part in a raven
and wolf song and dance. They were beaming with excitement, and they were familiar with the first nation
animals, as we have been talking about them in class. The elder reiterated the importance of oral storytelling
and encouraged students to share these stories with their friends and family, which they did!
After the presentation, we had a quick snack, and then went on an eco-walk. This had a curriculum focus on
‘staying alive’. I chose this program as it tied in nicely with some of the Big Ideas from our Social Studies unit
about Canada and its diverse regions. The students got to see a variety of wildlife including the two grizzly
bears – Grinder and Coola. The tour guide spoke about the mountain habitat they call home and what things
they need to survive. We compared different regions and had a good discussion about the different
environments across Canada. The children ate lunch in a beautiful cabin overlooking the city. They had some
time to play in the snow, where they were constructing “dams” out of rocks and snow. The nature of this
fieldtrip provided such a great outdoor learning environment for the kids to explore.
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This was truly an amazing experience for the children. When we got back to school, the fieldtrip is all they
would talk about for weeks to come. We did several writing lessons about the fieldtrip, and also researched
about other parts of Canada to see where else Grizzly Bears may survive. I feel like this experience really
enhanced their learning and created memories that they will never forget. I would like to extend a huge thank
you to the Longworth family for their generosity in helping enhance student learning.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JILL CURTIS
Lord Roberts Elementary School
Project: Talking Trees Walking Tour
As a result of the funding that was donated through the Emily Longworth
Memorial Award, my practicum class was able to experience an
extraordinary nature walk tour in Stanley Park. Our grade one and two
combined class at Lord Roberts Elementary in Vancouver’s West End
cultural and economic diversities created many opportunities for
differentiated learning approaches. The field trip experience granted to
us satisfied all the diverse learning needs within our class. Talaysay’s
Talking Trees Tour provided two local First Nation’s guides who led our
class, along with numerous parents, through various trails in Stanley
park. There is no way that my practicum class would have reached the understandings and learning outcomes
that they did without having this field trip experience, made possible in honour of Emily Longworth.
As we meandered through Stanley Park, our two First Nations guide-educators shared their knowledge about
local indigenous social practices, medicine, food, shelter, clothing and land stewardship as related to the flora
and fauna we observed throughout the park. My students were deeply engaged in listening and discussion
while the Talaysay guides shared personal stories and traditional knowledge through legends and song. The
many photos along the way were taken by the students using iPads which aided them later in reflecting upon
and sharing what they had learned.
All of us were intrigued to be learning so much that we had not previously even considered about the land we
live upon. Some of the learning that my students were most fascinated by was that Devils Club was used to
treat arthritis and can be made into a tea or tincture to strengthen the body and help it adapt to stresses and
illnesses. It also treats flus and colds, and promotes perspiration which eliminates toxins. Skunk Cabbage
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could be cupped and used to hold and drink water. It also functioned as everyday kitchen ware, used to wrap
foods during cooking to keep them clean from the earth. We were also surprised to learn that the game and
fish would be laid on flora such as skunk cabbage and ferns to show respect to the animal being consumed.
The time of year for our walking tour, in the beginning of May, enabled us to taste the sweet shoots of the
Salmonberry plants which our guides referred to as Saski, a truly delicious treat. Additionally, we learned about
the Spruce tree, The Hemlock tree, the Douglas Fir, and the legendary red and yellow Cedar trees. The
learning was too vast to share it all here. This demonstration of the many ways that nature can help us and
how we can be stewards of the land tremendously stretched my students’ understandings of how we are all
connected to place and to one another.
This field trip experience was an integral part of our 10-week social
studies inquiry unit during which the students developed personal
understandings about the meaning of “we are all connected”. The
learning from our Talking Trees Tour powerfully extended my student’s
concepts surrounding what nature means to them and the
intergenerational roles and responsibilities of being a global citizen.
These are some examples of student answers to the inquiry question “What does we are all connected mean
to you?”:
“Our love for friends, family, animals, and plants in nature. We care about them growing strong.”
“We are all connected to Earth! We are all caring for Earth! Keep Earth safe!”
“Caring about helping the environment. Always be connected with nature because we won't breathe without
trees.”
“Care about people by helping when they are hurt. Care about the ocean by collecting garbage. We can’t
survive without water.”
“Caring about nature. Caring about people and relationships. It makes the world a better place to live in.”
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Once we made these connections to all of the topics that we explored throughout our inquiry unit, each student
assembled their learning pieces onto an inquiry wheel with their statement about what “we are all connected”
means in the center. This was intentionally designed to show the connected and cyclical natures of the
concepts that we were exploring. Our unit project was cross curricular, including our work from science, math
and physical health education. It is important to note that I carefully followed the First Peoples’ Principles of
Learning in all of my pedagogical approaches throughout the unit. Students shared their learning through oral
story telling, photos, drawings, art pieces and writing.
The final products were proudly displayed and discussed with fellow students, parents and teachers in the year
end Writer’s Gala at Lord Roberts Elementary on June 5th, 2019. It was very powerful listening to the dialogue
my students were having with their parents, siblings, and friends about their learning through this inquiry unit.
The themes of this project are conceptually quite advanced for six to eight year-olds; even so, my students
were able to reach these learning outcomes thanks to the experiences enabled by the Emily Longworth
Memorial Award. I truly believe that they will become more responsive, caring citizens of their communities
through educational opportunities such as this.
With enormous gratitude, we thank the Longworth Family for the important contributions they are making to
extend our work as new teachers.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JUSTINE LUM
Edmonds Community School
Project: Science World
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: MAGGIE LI
École Simon Cunningham Elementary School
Project: Science World
On May 1, 2019, I took my Grade 4/5 practicum class (25
students) from École Simon Cunningham Elementary, an
inner-city school in Surrey, on a field trip to Science World.
My class went with three other classes from our school: a
Grade 2/3 class that another UBC Teacher Candidate was
teaching, as well as two other classes that had asked to join
us on our field trip. The activities that my students undertook
in this field trip related to the curricular topics of energy,
forces and motion, gravity, and simple machines (Science 4
and 5), and responsive design (Applied Design, Skills, and
Technologies 4 and 5). My class went on this field trip right
before starting a Science unit on the 10 forms of energy, so it
was a great “hook” to get my students to start thinking about
energy and to introduce some basic concepts relating to
energy to them.
The first activity we did upon arrival at Science World was
view a live science stage show called “Locomotion.” Since the theme was the science of motion, the show
connected to kinetic energy, one of the forms of energy that we subsequently studied in our Energy unit. The
kids got to view force and motion in action through live demonstrations with stacked cups, a rubber chicken
slingshot, and a bowling ball. One of my students was also selected to be a volunteer in a demonstration with a
spinning platform!
After the live stage show, my class split up into groups and had some free time to explore the different exhibits
at Science World. They were also tasked with going to the “Bodyworks” human body exhibit and the “Eureka!”
energy exhibit first and with completing a worksheet at these two exhibits. Students were specifically directed
to explore these two exhibits first as the “Bodyworks” exhibit related directly to the previous unit they had done
in Science on the human body, and the “Eureka!” exhibit connected to some concepts of our Energy unit.
Students were able to apply what they had learned about the human body in the “Bodyworks” exhibit, as well
as expand their knowledge on different body systems and on energy.
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After going to these two exhibits, all groups had enough time to explore several other exhibits as well. A class
favourite was a feature exhibit titled “A Mirror Maze: Numbers in Nature” about the abundance of mathematical
patterns in the natural world. The exhibit also contained a mirror maze, and the students loved navigating it!
Because all the exhibits provided numerous interactive elements and devices to try out and play around with,
students had a fantastic, hands-on experience participating in all the activities that each exhibit offered.
The final activity that my class participated in for the day was a workshop called “Tinkering with Marble
Machines.” The workshop related in particular to the concepts of gravitational energy and kinetic energy that
we later studied in our Energy unit, as well as to the ADST 4 and 5 Curricular Competencies. In the workshop,
students got into groups of three and were tasked with designing gravity-powered marble machines using
materials such as pipes, funnels, wood blocks, and clips that they stuck into a cork board. Students were also
introduced to the “Imagine-Create-Test-Question” process, and used this process in constructing their marble
machines. In the middle of the activity, students were given an opportunity to examine their peers’ machines to
gain ideas, and were then given more time to further adapt their own machines. Students were occasionally
offered prompts or challenges by the workshop facilitators and/or by teachers, but were generally left on their
own to try out various ideas and to independently solve problems. Overall, my students had a lot of fun building
their marble machines, and engaged in collaborative design, dialogue, and problem-solving with their peers
throughout the entire “tinkering” process.

In conclusion, my students had a blast at Science World and wanted to continue exploring the exhibits even
when it was time to leave! Because they participated in numerous hands-on activities related to energy during
the field trip, students formed several connections to energy concepts. These connections turned out to be very
valuable later on, as most students were immediately able to grasp concepts such as kinetic energy and
gravitational energy and explain real-world examples of these concepts. My class loved experiencing science
in an interactive and authentic manner at Science World, and thoroughly enjoyed seeing how science and
energy exists everywhere in the world around us! Thanks to funding from the Emily Longworth Memorial
Award, this field trip was made possible and my students were able to partake in a memorable and impactful
learning experience!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: KIMBERLY WONG
Captain James Cook Elementary School
Project: Science World
For my grade 2/3 practicum class, our Emily Longworth Memorial Award field trip was our first and only field
trip of the year! Because Captain James Cook Elementary School is a Tier 3 school within the Vancouver
School Board, the school relies on grants and government funding for a lot of special events. While the school
was grateful that we received many guest performers and speakers volunteer their time to visit our school for
in-class field trips, it was a different kind of excitement to be able to go on a destination field trip!
My practicum class just finished their unit on matter and really loved doing all kinds of experiments like
oobleck, baking soda and vinegar reactions, and even creating butter but shaking it in a jar. Thanks to our
Emily Longworth Memorial Grant, it was able to pay for the school bus ride for our class and the grade 2 class
next door to Science World to take part in a special workshop called “Exploring Matter”. We were grateful that
Science World also granted us a bursary covering our general admission costs, so with both bursaries, this
field trip was very accessible for every student.
When we arrived, we had some time to explore the galleries before our special workshop. My group was
particularly excited about the Mirror Maze special exhibit. They liked it so much, they did it 3 times!! The
patterns exhibit also complemented our patterns and geometry unit perfectly. We learned all about patterns
symmetry and even made name symmetry monsters after our visit.
The maze was sure confusing!!! It looked endless!
The students had to help their teachers out of the maze.
Throughout the maze there were also special math puzzles hidden
inside!
We loved learning about shapes and patterns!! We just finished our
geometry and patterning unit in math, so we were already experts!
We continued to explore the galleries since our workshop wasn’t until
1PM. One thing we particularly really enjoyed was playing with the
water exhibit in Eureka! We worked hard to build a wall that would
block the water from flowing. We really enjoy doing STEM activities in
class, so I’m not surprised that my group spent almost 20 minutes
working on their building! It was almost time for our workshop, but we
had time to watch a show at Centre stage before going in.
We were so lucky because many of us got chosen to go on stage and be helpers! We had so much fun
learning about chemistry. We learned how adding carbon dioxide can change colours of indicators. When we
learned about air during our matter unit in class, we already knew about carbon dioxide, so we were experts
already!
Finally, it was time for our workshop. Our first activity in the workshop was to mix certain kinds of powders with
water and to observe what happened. Some of the powders we used were, sugar, salt, cornstarch, and
calcium chloride. We discovered that some of these powders dissolved, some didn’t, and some turned
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hot or cold while we were mixing them. We learned about physical changes in our matter unit, and this was a
great activity to complement that.
Next, we received a mystery bottle, and we were told it contained 3 mystery substances in it. We were given a
bit of time to make guesses, then we were told that there was air, oil, and coloured water in it. We had a feeling
it was water, but we couldn’t help but wonder if the green substance was dish soap, especially after we played
a similar guessing game in school where one of the mystery liquids was dish soap!

We were then given an Alka-Seltzer tablet to put into our bottle and we watched all the bubbles form! What a
great way to review liquids and gases as states of matter.
Finally, this last activity was our favourite. We got to look at dried ice. We learned all the smoke coming from it
was when it was “melting” into carbon dioxide gas. It was a great example of evaporation, which we loved
learning about in the water cycle. The workshop leader put some in a bucket for us, and it made steam come
out of a tube. Then we put this tube in some soapy water, and it formed bubbles! We had so much fun.
We experimented with how many bubbles we could make or how much air we could fill them with before they
popped. Next thing you know, it was time to leave. But everyone had a fantastic time. What a great way to end
our unit on matter. A big thank you from Division 10 for helping us fund this opportunity and giving us the
chance to go on our very first field trip of the year!
Check out our blog post for more photos:
http://cookrm103.blogspot.com/2019/05/science-world-we-thank-ms.html
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STUDENT IMPACT STO RY: KIMMY BASRA
Mary Jane Shannon Elementary School
Project: Historic Stewart Farm
Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, we were able to take Division 6 (grade 4/5) students to the
Historic Stewart Farm. With the funds, we were able to pay for the admission costs and part of the bus
expenses. Our school is classified as inner-city and the students in the class don’t get very many opportunities
to participate in fieldtrips, so it was very exciting to be able to provide the class with a free fieldtrip to the
Historic Stewart farm. It was a day full of fun and learning.
The field trip was also a wonderful way to conclude the unit on Immigration we had been working on for Social
Studies. The class had just finished learning about different immigrant groups experiences in Canada at the
turn of century. At the Historic Stewart farm the class got a tour of the inside of the Stewart family’s home and
the tour guide showed the students the different living headquarters of the European immigrants compared to
the Chinese workers that worked the farm. The student’s learned that when the family could not pronounce the
Chinese workers names they were called John. In class we had been learning about some of the Chinese
immigrants’ experiences especially with the head tax that was imposed on them. We had watched videos,
made inferences from images and passages, however this field trip tied it all together for the students. They
were able to visually see the difference in treatment of different immigrant workers as well as get a look at the
living conditions during the time. The students also got a chance to map out the different journeys of the people
that lived in the Stewart Estate. In class we had been working on taking a stake holder’s position and trying to
be able to put ourselves in the shoes of new Canadians. Being at the Historic Stewart Farm allowed students
to do just that.
When we arrived at the Historic Stewart Farm we had a snack break and students had a chance to play some
frisbee and other games while we waited for our session to start. Once the tour guides were ready for us we
broke up into four groups and each started at a different station. I, along with another teacher and two parent
volunteers each followed a group of students through the tour. The group I was with started with a tour of the
house and students were asked deep thinking and inquiry questions about the things they saw in the house.
Our tour guide took us upstairs where we saw the different bedrooms and compared the living spaces of the
Stewart family and the workers. After we went to the kitchen and students had the opportunity to try some
ginger tea and ginger candy which was popular with Chinese immigrants at the time. After, we had the
opportunity to see the barn and how the family got water from a water pump. Students had the opportunity to
pump water and practice carrying it. We also looked at the different machines used for farming. Our last stop
was inside the hall where students mapped out the journey of different members of the family and got to look
through catalogs and see how much things cost in that time period. After we finished with our tour we had a
picnic for lunch and went on a nature walk with the class. We packed some bird seeds and feed the birds we
saw during the walk.
Overall, the students had a great day of learning and the field trip really tied in our curriculum goals for the unit
on Immigration we were working on. The students also got to enjoy a beautiful sunny day at the park and
experience more of the beautiful sites in their community. After the field trip we arrived back at school and we
went around in a circle and the students shared their favourite moments from the trip. A lot of the students
struggled with picking just one moment from the fieldtrip. It was a very fun and memorable day. The students
later worked with the teacher to create a learning story about their day at the Historic Stewart Farm. (additional
report provided separately in hardcopy).
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: KRISTA BEATON
Nicomekl Elementary School
Project: Eagle Acres Dairy Farm
My name is Krista Beaton and I would like to start off by saying how grateful I am to have been a recipient of
the Emily Longworth Memorial Award. I did my practicum in a grad 2/3 combined class at Nicomekl Elementary
School in Langley. Nicomekl is designated as an inner city school, and for many of my students this was on of
their first experience on a field trip, and even their first time travelling on a school bus. For many of my students
this field trip was such a highlight for them and was discussed with excitement for weeks, so I cannot thank you
enough for allowing my classroom this opportunity.

With the bursary money, I took my entire class to Eagle Acres Dairy
Farm, where we participated in their classic dairy tour. On this tour,
we took part in several different experiences that made up the
memorable day. On our arrival, we were introduced to the owner of
the farm and their history as dairy farmers. We then took part in an
educational presentation where we learned about things such as
where our food sources come from, nutritional benefits of healthy
food from a variety of sources including dairy products, and
information on how cows are milked and the entire process that take
place from farm to table. As a class we were able to observe cows
being milked by machines, and then every child had the opportunity
to milk a cow by hand. Afterwards, we moved into the barn, and we
learned more about the different animals on the farm. Every student
had the opportunity to play with different farm animals, feed grass to
cows, and milk goats.
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Our field trip quickly became a highlight for many, if not most of the students in my class. It was incorporated
into many activities that we did afterwards in the class. Every morning we complete a sharing circle, and
students shared and discussed the field trip during our circle time for days. We also connected it as a crosscurricular activity with our geometry unit, where students created art pieces using only two-dimensional about
their favourite part of the trip. This was very exciting to me as a teacher to be able to bring two concepts
together and make things more cross-curricular in the classroom. Another unit that I taught relating to the field
trip was letter writing. This opportunity was used to teach the basic parts of a letter and the function of a letter,
and the class was able to generate ideas, write drafts in their journals, and then produce their final copies.
Once again, I want to thank you very much for providing the opportunity to take all my students on a field trip
we otherwise would not have been able to go on. Most of my students come from families where field trips are
not feasible due to financial reasons, and this provided a chance for my students to have a fun and wonderful
day without having to burden families with the expenses. My whole class truly had an amazing time. They
talked about the trip for weeks, and told every adult who entered into our class about what we did. This bursary
allowed me to take many of my students on their very first field trip and even their very first school bus ride. I
truly believe that my students will carry the memory of this field trip for a long time, and I know I will as well.
This most definitely was a highlight of my practicum experience and it is all thanks to the help of the Longworth
Family. You truly make students experiences at school more meaningful.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: LAUREN ENG
Nootka Elementary School
Project: Matilda: The Musical
On Wednesday June 12th I took my Fine Arts 6/7 practicum class from Nootka Elementary to see “Matilda” the
musical. That morning I saw so much excitement as it was some of their first time attending a professional
show. Many of them knew songs, as we perform a few for our musical mashup night on May 16th. Before the
musical, we had a few lessons on ‘behind the scenes of theatre’. We talked about script writing: what make a
story exciting to watch, the components of a narrative and the words used to make it interesting. We also
talked about the back stage jobs needed to produce the musical: stage crew, light, sound, special effects,
makeup, costumes, choreographers, vocal coach’s, directors, musicians etc. This gave students an
understanding of the many components needed to produce a professional musical.
As the students found their seats at the Stanley theatre, their faces lit up with excitement as the lights dimmed
and the musical began. The students were respectfully quiet during the show and clapping and cheering when
songs and scenes ended. During intermission, I saw a few students turn to their friends and talked about how
amazing the first half was. The second half of the play was exciting as the climax and storyline unraveled.
Again, the students were cheering loudly when appropriate. When the musical ended and the cast came on for
their bows, the students stood up and gave a standing ovation. I could see the enjoyment and appreciation the
students had for experiencing a professional musical and the rewarding emotions I receive from it. After the
musical the students filed into the cars of volunteer parent drivers. I was in the car with 4 other students and
they couldn’t stop talking about the parts of the musical they found cool. The students thanked me for taking
them as they had such a fun time. It was a successful day!
This field trip was an important bonding experience for the class and with me. As the year comes to an end the
students had a great time seeing the musical as a class. Without the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, taking
these students to a musical, would not be possible for this East Vancouver School. The principal and Grade
6/7 teacher appreciated this as well hearing good feedback from the parents. I enjoyed my time taking my
practicum class as it was a great bonding experience and fun time for the students!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: LAURA MCIVOR
William Watson Elementary School
Project: High Touch High Tech
With the funding from the Emily Longworth Memorial Award my grade 3 / 4 practicum class was able to
participate in two in-class science workshops presented by “High Touch High Tech”! The presentations were
Meteorology Madness which teaches the cycles that happen on Earth and the effects of the Moon and Sun’s
positions. The students took home a moon cycle anemometer. In addition, they participated in the workshop
Matter Meltdown where the students learned about the different states of matter. They all took home a small
lava lamp tube which was a massive hit. The students were so happy with these two science workshops that
they always looked forward to follow-up science lessons which I tried my best to make as hands on as
possible.
My practicum class was a group of very energetic, passionate and interactive learners. The class consisted of
22 students including three students with behavioural challenges who were on individualized education plans,
one child with autism and one English language learner. I found it challenging to create activities that they
could all participate in that would keep them engaged while educating them. The hands-on approach High
Touch High Tech took allowed my students to work together as a cohesive group and have fun doing it. They
truly enjoyed the presentations making comments such as “This is so much fun” (grade 3 student) and “I’m so
excited to show my mom my lava lamp” (grade 4 student).
My students with behavioural challenges were very engaged and
enjoyed the hands-on approach the science workshops took. In
addition, my student who was learning English was easily able to
follow along through a visual approach, and my student with autism
was able to participate with almost no assistance from his
educational assistant. It was a huge success! The workshops
allowed me to also learn as a new teacher and see how fun I can
make science. I was very nervous to teach science in my practicum
and thought it would be helpful having a scientist with quite a bit of
experience come and work with my class. The workshops were not
only valuable to my students, they were valuable to me showing me
how much I can do in the future to expand and grow my future
students love for science.
The presentations encompassed many curriculum competencies
including creative and critical thinking, as well as teaching the students about personal and social skills. My
students really had to experiment with what they were learning, and I could witness an abundance of group
brainstorming, as well as positive social skills being developed. The students worked together and really were
fascinated by the work that their peers were doing (every student made a slightly different lava lamp). The
Meteorology Madness workshop allowed us to expand after on the impact the Moon and Sun have on Earth.
We discussed how everything is interconnected and how we can make a difference on an individual basis.
I incorporated a lesson where the children took the information, they learned from the High Touch High Tech
sessions and found a way they could help the environment in their local community. This created an inquiry
discussion among the children, and we decided as a class that we could go pick up garbage in the local
neighbourhood by the school as a group. The High Touch High Tech sessions were a wonderful way for the
students to learn about science as a cohesive group while having fun. This would not have been possible
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without the Emily Longworth Memorial Award funding I received. William Watson Elementary in Surrey has a
diverse group of families and a wide range of socio-economic backgrounds. It was not possible for my school
advisor to get enough volunteers for the trips she had tried to plan earlier in the year and bringing the High
Touch High Tech group to the classroom eliminated that problem. In addition, we would not have had the
money to pay for this group had it not been for the Emily Longworth Memorial Award. This was a bonus two
workshops my class was able to partake in and I know they will remember. Thank you again to the Longworth
family!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: MEG AN FRIESEN
Nootka Elementary School
Project: Museum of Anthropology
The Emily Longworth Memorial grant gave my practicum class the opportunity to visit the Museum of
Anthropology. My grade 2/3 split class was located at Nootka Elementary School in East Vancouver, and this
grant gave a wonderful opportunity to many students who normally wouldn’t have been able to afford this
experience. We are able to use parent volunteers as drivers which saved quite a bit of money.
Leading up to the Museum of Anthropology I taught a unit on ecosystems which included Indigenous plants
and animals, scientific terminology, and poetic interpretations of the natural world. The students had a strong
knowledge base to understand the artifacts and workshop on the field trip.
My school advisor and I decided to give the students forty five minutes to explore the museum; however, in
hindsight we could have given them two hours. The students were beyond excited to explore the museum and
look at the hundreds of artifacts from around the world. I was amazed at their excitement and their genuine
questions about different cultures and countries that arose from the pieces they were enchanted by. Freedom
to explore the museum was an amazing learning opportunity for the class.
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In the afternoon, the class participated in the Indigenous Plants and
Belongings Workshop. First, students were introduced to the
Musqueam Land and multiple plants around the museum. Students
were split into small groups and each group had to find a few plants and
write down qualities they noticed. Students had a lovely time walking
around the gorgeous grounds of the museum to find their plants. They
then came together and shared the plants and qualities they noticed
about them. They followed the museum leader back inside where they
learned how Indigenous people use these plants to make tools,
clothing, and more. Students got to hold, smell, and use the objects and
ask questions which helped solidify their knowledge.
The workshop was a perfect fit for the unit we had been working on
because they were able to touch and feel the objects and plants they
had been learning about in the classroom. At ages seven and eight, holding something makes a world of a
difference in understanding and remembering elements of Indigenous culture and ways of being. What they
learned on this field trip will definitely stay with them for many years to come as they build on a strong
foundation of Indigenous knowledge and understanding.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: MEGGAN JACOBSON
Chaffey Burke Elementary School
Project: The Gulf of Georgia Cannery National Historic Site of
Canada
Throughout the year, my grade 5/6 practicum class from Chaffey-Burke
Elementary School had been learning about salmon. They raised salmon
in the classroom and released them in a nearby creek; learned about
salmon’s role as an indicator species showing the health of the
environment; visited the habitat needed at each stage of the salmon’s life
(river, lake, and ocean); and learned the importance of our stewardship of
this natural resource, which is vital to indigenous culture and the
province’s environment and economy. While it is important for students to
understand about how salmon have historically been important to BC’s
economy, it was essential that they learned about the people behind
these industries and how they were treated. With the funding proving by
the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, the class was able to visit an important historic site to British Columbia
regarding salmon for $4 each – The Gulf of Georgia Cannery National Historic Site of Canada. The class
participated in two programs: Cannery Stories and Salmon People: Coast Salish Fishing.
Cannery Stories was a two-hour program for students to experience what it might have been like to be an
immigrant working in a cannery town during the early 1900s. Part of this program included a simulation activity
where students were given a secret identity. From observing their belongings, what they bought at the store,
and how they were treating by staff, students had to figure out what ethnic group they belonged to. For
example, some students were able to purchase lots of supplies at the store, had their groceries packed up for
them, and delivered back to their table. These students were family members of the factory owner who were of
Scottish decent. On the contrary, other students were treated extremely rudely and were only able to purchase
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a few, small items. These students were Chinese immigrants. The program was extremely informative and
engaging. The students were horrified by the disparity amongst the treatment of workers.
While this is an important topic, it was essential to emphasize that the First
Nations never immigrated to these lands and that they have been fishing
and preserving salmon on this land for time immemorial. Salmon People:
Coast Salish Fishing was a 90-minute program where students learned
about traditional fishing and preservation techniques, as well as how the
Coast Salish people contributed to the fishing and canning industries.
These two programs directly fit in with the Social Studies’ Big Ideas and
Curricular Content around natural resources, immigration, discrimination for
both grade 5 and 6. The programs also incorporated the First People’s
Principles of Knowing and place-based education.
Thank you so much Longworth Family for making this informative day
possible!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: MICHELLE ZHANG
École Armstrong Elementary School
Project: Grouse Mountain
Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, Division 2 Grade 4 students at Armstrong Elementary
(Burnaby) were able to spend a fun-filled day on top of Grouse Mountain on June 6, 2019. Students attended
three workshops with a mountain guide: bear habitat eco-walk, BC’s natural resources, and a First Nations
story and song lesson.
Through the fundraising activities and field trip workshops, students were able to:
● Brainstorm, plan, and participate in popcorn and bake sales
● Work as a team to set up and take down sale tables
● Manage lineups, make transactions, and count cash
● Observe plants and animals in the natural environment
● Reflect on their learning
At the beginning of Term 3, we had class meetings to determine the best fundraisers - ones that are easy to
set up and generate good revenue. Students agreed on popcorn sales and bake sale on two separate days at
recess and lunch. Students volunteered to bring in air poppers, kernels, and baked goods from home. On the
popcorn day, students popped corn in the classroom, and realized how fun it was to make bags of popcorn for
the sale. One popper did not work, and we had to make as fast as possible without spilling popcorn on the
floor. The next day, students brought in cookies, cupcakes, Bear Paws, and other desserts. The line grew big
at recess and many Armstrong students got a sweet treat from Division 2. We were able to raise over $300 in
two days.
In the week of the field trip, students had two lessons that activated their prior knowledge - water resources in
BC and grizzly bears. In the first lesson, students brainstormed the pros and cons of bottled water, read an
article on boycotting the Nestle water plant in BC, and had a discussion about human impacts on natural
resources. The next day, students watched a short video on grizzly bears, discussed the difference between
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grizzlies and black bears, and generated questions they might be asking the guide on the field trip day.
Students also watched the bear cam and got very excited about the trip.

On the day of the trip, we boarded the school bus at 9:10. We met our guide at the gondola and took the
gondola up the mountain. Students listened to the gondola interpreter introducing the landmarks below. After
walking while listening to some stories about animals and plants on Grouse, we reached the bear habitat,
where we were able to see both Coola and Grinder in the same spot. Students excitedly took photos and tried
to talk to the bears. Then, we walked around to the hut where bears hibernated, and students eagerly asked
the guide questions about the bears’ life.
In the post-trip journal, students wrote:
“It was my favorite part because I have never
seen a grizzly bear up close.”
“I was a little disappointed when the bears
didn’t growl. I wanted to hear them to say
something.”
“These kinds of trips can let us see the grizzly
bear, and we can learn things with looking at
the real thing instead of the pictures which can
make us memorize the things. We can learn
better.”
“I think the reason I never see wild animals
other than birds and squirrels is because I
never go out much.
After lunch and warming up at the cabin, the guide gave us a workshop on BC’s natural resources using ropes
as rivers and boundaries, rocks as mountains, and pinecones as forests. We wished we were more involved in
this workshop as students were more energetic when we cleaned up!
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The last activity was the First Nations story, song, and dance. In the long house, we listened to a First Nations
elder telling the story of Coyote and Eagle Steal the Sun. We also learned to say “thank you” in the Squamish
language. To end the session, we got up to do the wolf dance in a circle around the fire.
In the post-trip journal, students wrote:
“I could teach eagle stories to younger students. I would learn that you shouldn’t be too greedy.”
“I learned that when you put your hands with your palms facing towards you it is like clapping in Squamish First
Nations.”
“The dancing was very interesting, and it made everyone get on their feet again.”

The next day, students returned to school and wrote
journals in the first block. Thank you for making this trip
possible for us. Students had a great time hanging out with
their friends in the natural setting of Grouse Mountain as the
school year was coming to a close. More importantly, they
learned about the land they live on, the wildlife and the
plants that coexist in this space, and the culture and stories
of people and animals of our province.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: MJ SORBA
Queen Mary Community Elementary School
Project: Britannia Mining Museum
It is not news that field trips are formative learning experiences. Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial
Award, two Grade 5 classes from a Ministry classified inner-city school were able to bring their inquiry to life by
exploring the extraction and harvesting of natural resources at the Britannia Mining Museum and the
surrounding area. Complimentary to the International Baccalaureate (IB) Unit of Inquiry Sharing the Planet, this
experience allowed for students to infer and critically reflect about how the consumption of natural resources
shapes human societies and the environment.
At Britannia, students started their day by grappling with the
diverse perspectives of mining stakeholders through game.
Intended to demonstrate the challenges of managing multiple
interests, students used communication and social skills to
negotiate their values. Although students were knowledgeable
about the role of the government and private investment when it
comes to operating natural resources, many privileged
environmental conservation throughout the game, which
unfortunately resulted in their mines closing. The learning
outcome of this activity highlighted how all actions have
consequences and provided a human focused lens that
encouraged students to consider how natural resources impact
small communities. After, our classes adventured into the tunnels to first-hand experience a day in the life of a
miner. Here students witnessed how copper ore was extracted with a particular focus on how the advancement
of technology not only changed the working conditions of miners, but also the industry itself. This sparked
engaging conversations about worker’s rights and the role of unions to protect individuals in the work place.
Following the mine, we adventured to contrasting forested
areas in Squamish to illustrate how harvesting shapes the
environment. After hiking through a dense forested area to
Shannon Falls for a picnic lunch, students boarded the bus
to the log booms in Squamish Harbour to observe how
harvested timber is transported. The intention for this not
only highlighted the IB Key Concepts of change and
responsibility regarding our role in managing our forests, it
served to address the BC Curriculum in a transdisciplinary
way. Here students were encouraged to question the
nature of sustainable practices around BC’s lumber
industry.
By virtue of requiring transportation to access the museum and surrounding area, this field trip would not have
been possible without the generosity of the Longworth Family. For the students, this experience did not
represent a day off school, but rather an opportunity to live inquiry and self assess their own understandings of
concepts like extraction and harvesting.
When reflecting about the Unit, many students identified this field trip as their highlight because it provided
them an opportunity to bring their learning to life. The school administration, student, teachers and parents are
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very grateful to the Longworth Family for providing our classes with the opportunity expand their knowledge
and understanding of how natural resources shape communities and the environment. Thank you for this
opportunity.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: MORAG ALVERNAZ
AJ McLellan Elementary School
Project: West Coast Flying Trapeze
On April 17, 2019, I had the absolute privilege of taking my practicum class to West Coast Flying Trapeze for a
unique and exciting experience. The generous funding from the Emily Longworth Memorial Award made this
very special trip a reality, as each student paid just $3 to participate. We spent two hours learning circus skills,
trying silks and flying high on the trapeze. It was magical.
In my application for this award, I earnestly suggested the following as the rationale for and value of such a trip:
“The intention of this outing would be to increase positive feelings around body movement and overall wellbeing through physical activity and to strengthen the classroom community through a novel experience that
involves relying on each other and cheering each other on. And, of course, to have tons of fun as a class. A
nice side benefit is that it also ties into grade six science curriculum with Newton’s laws of motion. It would be
fantastic to see what we have learned about force and mass in a real life setting and use our bodies to
experience it first hand. Students could make and test predictions about force, mass and gravity in this setting.
How cool to see science come to life!”
When I submitted my application, I truly believed that the focus of the trip would be on academic and physical
and health education components with an element of community building on the side. I have never been more
pleased to be wrong.
This grade 6 class has had its share of struggles over the years, including a grade 5 year that saw their teacher
change frequently throughout the year. They began that year with one teacher, who went on medical leave,
and finding a permanent replacement proved very difficult. Over the course of the year, they had a handful of
teachers, and went home each day not knowing if they would come back to school the next day to the same
teacher. The experience had a lasting impact on the group, and in particular, on their ability to function as a
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community. This day offered this group of students a safe space and an opportunity to put everything aside
and just truly be there for one another. The cool kids forgot they were cool for a couple of hours, and the
isolated students became more a part of the group than they had ever been. Each and every student showed
care and compassion for their classmates and offered a heart-warming level of support to those who were
afraid to fly on the trapeze. This group of incredible children who had struggled all year to find common ground
showed up for each other in a very real way.
What I noticed after this trip, compared to before it, was that every time we left the school on a field trip, these
students returned to that safe and empathic place together. We visited a local park to remove invasive plant
species, and they supported one another with positive feedback, kindness and open minds. We went to that
same park another day and finished up our visit at the playground. Students who rarely spoke to each other
helped one another on the equipment, joked together and reminisced about happy times in class together. It
was so remarkable to witness how having had the experience of taking risks and trying something new
together stayed with them, and those ways of being together persisted.
After our visit to West Coast Flying Trapeze, I asked students to reflect on the outing, and I was impressed by
their insight. They talked about having each other’s backs, about being vulnerable and taking risks, about how
they respected, admired and understood their classmates more as a result of the experience. Supporting these
learners to see the best in one another had been so challenging leading up to this trip, but somehow being in a
new environment where everyone started on equal footing brought out the best in them, and they naturally saw
each other’s strengths, and celebrated them while happily providing support where it was needed.

We talked about that field trip for the remaining seven weeks of my practicum, and when I went back to visit on
the last day of school, students expressed their thanks for the experience once more. I truly feel this will stay
with them for years to come, and it will certainly stay with me. My deepest gratitude to you, Longworth family,
for providing such a special experience to this group of exceptional students, and likely a highlight of my yet-tobegin teaching career.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: NICOLE RYAN
Lena Shaw Elementary School
Project: Grouse Mountain
I wanted to thank you for the funding provided by the Emily Longworth Memorial Award. The money I received
went towards a field trip to Grouse Mountain for 60 grade 6 students from Lena Shaw – an inner-city school in
Surrey. The students had an amazing experience, and for some it was even the highlight of their year. Without
the grant money this vibrant educational experience would not have been possible, as most of these students
do not have the funds to take such a trip on their own.
The day of the trip our bus had a flat tire,
and there was an accident on the highway,
as well as Grouse had a mix up with the
tickets when we arrived. Due to these 3
incidents our field trip start time was later
than expected. Students got to ride up on
the gondola to Grouse Mountain. This was
a great demonstration of an extreme
environment, as students were able to see
us pass over the clouds, the change in
temperature, and weather, as well as the
general beauty and ecosystems of Grouse
Mountain.
Once we arrived, we explored the mountain and saw the Grizzly Bear Habitat. There were tour guides around
who were able to answer our questions.
◦
“multicellular organisms rely on internal systems to survive, reproduce, and interact with their environment”
(one of the big ideas from the grade 6 science curriculum)
◦
“New experiences, both within and outside of school, expand our career skill set and options.” (one of the
big ideas from the grade 6 career education curriculum)
We then saw the Owl Interpretative Session where we learned about Barn owls and their various adaptations
for their lifestyles. We then got to see the World Famous Lumberjack Show. It had great applications and
information about the history of wood working and showing of the trades, and skilled labor. As well as what
hard work and determination can accomplish. We then got to ride up the chair lift and see the peak of the
mountain. Afterwards we came back down, and students were free to explore and eat lunch.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: NORA STOGAN
Chaffey-Burke Elementary School
Project: Indigenous Plant Identification & Indigenous Tea
Blending
Indigenous Plant Walk
I met with Dancing-Water the week before the scheduled workshop. I
showed her around the grounds in which Chaffey-Burke sits. She
took a few photos of the traditional medicinal plants and made
identification cards.
On the day of the in-school field trip each student received an
Indigenous Plant card. As a large group we explored the school
grounds and the students were able to match their card with the
different plants that Dancing-Water introduced us to. The students
loved the activity and it really connected them to the land around
them. For weeks they were excited to share what they learned with
their peers and their parents.
The students learned what these local Indigenous plants are used for.
Comfrey Can be used:
for skin scrapes, and cuts
as an anti-inflammatory
to treat arthritis
Dandelion
Can be used as a detox
to treat anti-depression
to treat anxiety
Oregon Grape Can be used to treat;
eczema,
sore throat
mouth infections
constipation
Tea Blending
Dancing-Water provided medicinal plants that she harvested last
spring and summer. She explained where she harvested the plants,
what they were used for and how they were harvested. With these dried plant ingredients the Kindergarten
students made tea bags for their mothers for Mother’s Day. The students were very interested and engaged in
the activity and were very excited to share the tea bags with their moms. We received an email from a parent
expressing how lovely and thoughtful the gift was and how she and her daughter shared the tea on Mother’s
Day morning.
There was extra tea blending materials and Dancing-Water was kind to suggest that we keep them and use
them within the school however seemed fit. So during an Indigenous focused Pro-D Day I lead the staff
through the Tea Blending component of the lesson that Dancing-Water gave to us. Each teacher blended a tea
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mixture and was given access to the lesson plan and Plant identification Cards so that they could deliver the
lesson with their students, Especially the plant I.D. cards. This is a very cost effective and accessible on-school
grounds field trip.

Sharing the wealth - After both tea blending workshops at Chaffey-Burke there was an abundance of tea
ingredients left over. So I brought them with me to my Community Field Experience at Young Bears Lodge
(YBL) which is an addictions treatment centre for Indigenous youth. I shared the remainder of the ingredients
and lesson with the staff there so they can use it in their workshop series. They expressed gratitude and thanks
for the gift. This whole experience highlights how the land around us is filled with knowledge and experiences.
The gifts and knowledge that Dancing-Water passed onto us has touched and taught many people. What an
amazing experience.
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The best part of the field trip is that it wasn’t just a traditional field trip experience. This time resources were left
for the school and staff to use with the information and lessons needed so that anyone can teach the
Indigenous rich content in their classroom for many years to come.
Thank you for your generous donation! Your effort and dedication are what made this field trip possible. The
experience has touched so many students and will continue to enrich classrooms at Chaffey-Burke and
Young Bears Lodge.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: QUINN DHALIWAL
Hawthorne Elementary School
Project: Hiwus House on top of Grouse Mountain
My name is Quinn Dhaliwal and I feel so blessed that I was one of the recipients for the Emily Longworth
Memorial Award. I did my practicum at Hawthorne Elementary in Ladner, B.C in a grade 3/4 classroom. With
my bursary money, I took my entire class, my S.A, and 2 parent volunteers to the Hiwus House on top of
Grouse Mountain. We are so grateful that we received the Emily Longworth Memorial Award because it
provided my class the opportunity to go on a once in a lifetime fieldtrip that wouldn’t have been possible without
this monetary support My students had a once in a lifetime opportunity at Grouse Mountain and many of them
stated that this field trip was “the best day of their lives.” They thoroughly enjoyed every minute of it and we
cannot thank you enough. It was the biggest highlight and memory of my 10-week practicum and I am forever
thankful for the capacity in which you enriched the lives and experiences of my practicum students.
In my learning objectives for the fieldtrip, we hoped to further our Indigenous knowledge and experience firsthandily the cultural practices of oral storytelling. We did that and more at Grouse Mountain. Some of the
biggest highlights were: taking the gondola up the mountain, seeing 2 grizzly bears, seeing snow (some of my
students first time ever), eating an Indigenous lunch, meeting an Indigenous elder and watching up do a
tradition dance and recite an oral story to us, and all making our own Raven art piece craft. While these were
simply some of our biggest highlights, the entire was an adventure that we all will never forget. It was some of
my students first time going to Grouse Mountain, riding in a gondola, and even seeing bears/snow. They all felt
so special and privileged that I had been able to provide them such a momentous fieldtrip. On our field trip we
experienced beautiful weather and even sang songs on the bus to and from Grouse Mountain. I feel as if this
field trip truly bonded the relationship I had with my students and many of them told me that this fieldtrip was
their personal highlight from their entire school year.
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After we returned from Grouse Mountain, we took our experiential Indigenous knowledge and began writing our
own oral stories that were inspired from the elders we met and the stories we heard first-handily. We even
recited their oral stories at our monthly assembly in June and had many teachers say that they were amazed
and the creativity and bravery my students took in performing their oral stories amongst their peers. This field
trip also inspired my class to have a class potluck in which they brought in food from their different cultural
heritages. It was an amazing experience that celebrated their different ethnicities.
I cannot thank-you all enough for giving my students and I this opportunity. After this fieldtrip it allowed my
students the opportunity to make their own oral stories in which we shared with our entire schools at our
monthly assembly. I have never been prouder as an educator. I know Emily would have been very proud of the
enacted learning that took place with my class and I am so blessed to have been given this once in a lifetime
experience. This fieldtrip was amazing! I cannot thank the Longworth Family enough for helping fund my class
on this fieldtrip. These memories will be with my students for a lifetime. Thank you again!
STUDENT IMPACT STORY: RAM AN BADESHA
Jarvis Traditional Elementary School
Project: Vancouver Aquarium
On Thursday April 25th 2019, my school advisor and I took our class to the Vancouver Aquarium for a day long
fieldtrip. Our yearlong inquiry question has been “Why is the Salish Sea important?”, so many of our activities
over the course of the year have centered around many of the animals found in the Salish Sea. This is a
fieldtrip that we were hoping to go on for a long time, but we lacked the funds to do so. The admission for the
aquarium combined with the cost for the bus would have made it very difficult to go on this fieldtrip. We had
split the cost for the bus with another class that also went on a fieldtrip to the Vancouver Aquarium. They
separated upon arrival at the Aquarium and they tailored their day around what they were learning as we did as
well.
Many students in our classroom, had never even been over the
bridge to cross out of Delta/Surrey, no less the Aquarium. Almost all
of the students in our classroom come from low income families and
are primarily cared for by their grandparents. This means that their
daily and weekend activities usually involve them only going to their
cousins’ homes, Wal-Mart and other local destinations. Therefore,
the Emily Longworth Memorial Award was greatly appreciated as it
made this fieldtrip possible for the twenty students in our classroom
to get a chance to see something outside of their daily lives that
would contribute to their learning.
Upon arrival at that Vancouver Aquarium, the first thing that my class
noticed were the plastic bags that were dangling in the entrance.
Throughout the year, with both my school advisor and I, our students
have been learning about the Salish Sea. The importance of the
Salish Sea, the Salish Sea as a habitat and how to keep the Salish
Sea clean were some of the big topics of the year. We have
repeatedly discussed how many animals that live in the Salish Sea
such as dolphins, sharks and whales confuse plastic bags with jelly
fish and eat them. This is dangerous because then the animals get the plastic bags stuck in their throats and
they die. While it was great that we had explained this to our students many times, having the plastic bags
dangling there looking like jellyfish, really concretely showed our students how this was a concern.
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Next, our class broke into groups of 3-4 with a parent or teacher leading each group. It was up to the parent
and teacher’s discretion as to where they wanted to take their group and how much time they wanted to focus
on each exhibit. I believe that most groups got a chance to see each exhibit as there was sufficient time. My
group consisted of students that had been studying orcas, porpoises, barnacles and sea otters/lions
specifically. We had a chance to see some barnacles sea lions and sea otters which was really great for those
students that had been studying them over the course of the year.
There were many exhibits that the class explored: tropical fish,
outdoor sea creature exhibits, the Amazon Rainforest and many
more. Almost all of the students in the class had a chance to learn
more about the animal that they had each chosen to study over the
course of the year. I believe that this was a great fieldtrip to get
students to see how these animals live, eat and interact. The
amount of learning that took place during this fieldtrip really amazed
me. Students were talking about this fieldtrip for weeks; the
knowledge that they retained from this fieldtrip was astonishing.
Our learning was primarily connected to the creatures that reside in
the Salish Sea. We were hoping to take a close look at the Totem
Poles in Stanley Park; however, students took a vote and they
decided that they would rather spend more time looking at the
creatures in the Aquarium. My School Advisor and I did briefly show
the students the Totem Poles on our bus ride back to the school and
made sure to go over the Indigenous connections that were there.
So overall, I believe that this fieldtrip really helped to further my
students learning and successfully hit the following outcomes:
Big Ideas:
•
Canada is made up of many diverse regions and communities.
•
Water is essential to all living things, and it cycles through the environment.
Learning Targets:
•
“I can identify the creatures that live in the Salish Sea.”
•
“I can link the importance of the Salish Sea to Indigenous Peoples.”

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: REBECCA
DEUTSCHMANN & JAM AYC A WHALEN
Mitchell Elementary School
Project: Fly Over Canada & Port of Vancouver
We feel very privileged to have been able to take our
practicum students to Canada Place to experience both the
Port of Vancouver and Fly Over Canada. This would never
have been possible without the Emily Longworth Memorial
Award. For this inner-city school, it is not feasible for many
families to be able to afford higher-end field trips. We also
would not have been able to get parent driver volunteers as many parents work multiple jobs, so being able to
allocate funds for a bus made this whole experience feasible.
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The Port of Vancouver experience was a free, 90-minute educational experience about the functions of the
Port. When we originally proposed the trip to Fly Over Canada, we were unaware that such a program existed
and, because the Fly Over Canada ride is so short, tying in the Port experience to our field trip seemed like a
fantastic opportunity.
The students learned from an employee of the Port of Vancouver about the many operations of the port,
including importing and exporting and the types of ships that are seen in the port daily. The students
participated in a trivia challenge, a relay, and a scavenger hunt. They learned from interactive technology as
well as from physical objects.

This experience contributed greatly to curricular development. For both classes, the First Peoples Principles of
Learning were certainly present, particularly: “Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and
relational (focused on connectedness, on reciprocal relationships, and a sense of place).” The students were
able to learn how the Port connects our province to the world, and how all the operations work together to
perform functions that contribute to our daily lives. Meaningful discussions took place surrounding these
themes.
The Fly Over Canada experience was such a highlight of this trip that students continued to discuss long after
the trip. Many had never been on this virtual ride before and were blown away by the imagery and sensations.
Especially for this group of students, including many who hardly ever leave Richmond, seeing Canada in this
immersive experience was possibly a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
For the Grade 5/6 class, this greatly contributed to the Social Studies unit. They were working on a unit in
Media and had been studying the impact of imagery and such on perceptions. Additionally, they were about to
create their own commercials and were able to see the impact of camera angles and choosing images carefully
to convey messages. Moreover, the ability to gain perspective of the grandiosity of our country poured out into
their poetry and various other class assignments.
The experience also contributed meaningfully to the Grade 3/4 class’ Social Studies unit on landforms. Prior to
the field trip, each student in the class was assigned one of the locations from the virtual ride. They explored
their location using Google Maps and researched some of the cultural and geographical features of their
location. Participating in the virtual ride made this learning real and tangible for students, as evidenced by one
student’s exclamation while flying over Mt. Assiniboine Provincial Park, “Madame, we’re flying over a system of
lakes!”
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Reflections
Receiving this award was an incredible addition to our practicum experiences. Sharing this award with a fellow
teacher candidate was so great, and we both saw the benefits of taking both of our classes on this trip
together. Normally, French Immersion classes and English stream classes do not get the opportunity to work
and learn together and both classes benefited greatly from that collaboration.
We are so thankful and appreciative that we received this award! Thank you so much to the Longworth family
and the Vancouver Foundation, and to UBC for making this award available to teacher candidates. These
memories will last a lifetime not only for us, but for the students with whom we shared this experience.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: REBECCA PAULDING
Nootka Elementary School
Project: Ukelele Workshop
Thanks to the generous Emily Longworth Memorial Award, Nootka Elementary was able to purchase new
ukuleles for their music room! At the beginning of my practicum, I noticed that this little fine arts school didn’t
have many functioning ukuleles. Nootka strives to incorporate the fine arts into the daily curriculum, and the
addition of brand new ukuleles will be treasured for years to come. During my 10 week practicum, I ordered the
ukuleles, and started my own Ukulele Club! We met every Wednesday during lunch, and learned how to tune,
strum and play our new ukuleles! Many students who had never had the chance to have music lessons or
group lessons were able to attend and feel connected to a community of friendship and support. We learned
pop songs, lullabies, chord progressions, and our favourite selection: “Stand By Me.” These grade 4 and grade
5 students were dedicated and such a joy to work with. I know these ukuleles will brighten up Nootka
Elementary’s music room, and I really hope the “Ukulele Club” continues next year. Most students who attend
Nootka come from different family backgrounds, struggles and low-income situations. Having the new ukuleles
in the school really boost the students moral and confidence. I want to thank the Longworth family from the
bottom of my heart for helping to give the lifelong gift of music.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: REBECCA PETERS
Sherwood Park Elementary School
Project: Elder Honorarium
I was kindly granted $500 dollars towards a $2,000 experience for the learners in my class; however, for the
proposed project to come to fruition, the full amount was needed for the boat experience of the Burrard Inlet
with the local Tsleil-Waututh guides. During the first half of my practicum I applied for various other grants, and
received an extra $500 dollars towards the trip, but with the complexity, both social-emotional and socioeconomic, of my class it remained very difficult to fundraise for the outstanding $1,000; this is why the $464
was returned.
As outlined in my original proposal for the Emily Longworth Memorial Award I was to use a portion of the grant
to provide an honourarium to Tsleil-Waututh elder Carleen Thomas upon her visit to the classroom. In using
this funding for the honourarium, as per the school’s policy, I needed to obtain Carleen’s mailing information.
When explaining to her about the honourarium, she kindly said there was no need as she was coming into the
class in which her granddaughter was a student and by no means wanted to do this for money. I then spoke
with the Indigenous success teacher of North Vancouver School District and decided to order organic, specially
prepared, ceremonial tobacco from a Winnipeg First Nation.
Upon Carleen’s introduction to our class, I presented her with the ceremonial tobacco and our class welcomed
and thanked her for the knowledge and stories she was about to share. Her visit consisted of traditional
drumming and dancing and stories of the Burrard Inlet and its history. This very complex group of children were
so engaged and actively participating throughout her visit, and with the follow-up explorations it was clear that
their knowledge and awareness of the Burrard Inlet and its importance was deepening.
I kindly thank the Longworth Family for allowing these experiences to be possible, it meant a lot to both the
learners, myself, and our guest.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ROBYN DUNCAN
Captain James Cook Elementary School
Project: MacMillan Space Centre Planetarium;
Thank you so much for funding my Cook Elementary School grade 6 students’ field trip to the H.R. MacMillan
Space Centre. All of my students were excited to visit the space centre to begin our science unit, as space is a
fascinating subject that sparks curiosity for anyone that begins to ponder the makings of our Universe.
Originally, I had planned for students to know the force of gravity; the overall scale, structure, and age of the
universe; and the position, motion, and components of our solar system in our galaxy. While I also designed
the field trip as a way for students to begin participating in the process of inquiry, having them come up with
their own questions before and after the field trip. All of these learning content goals was covered through the
shows and activities that we attended.
Students were asked to bring three questions to the space centre. Many students were able to ask space
experts their questions after the “Planet Hunters” ground station Canada show, as well as the show, “The
Universe”. After the field trip students were asked to reflect on some facts that they learned about different
aspects of our Universe and come up with their own questions.
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During the trip students were able to learn about how the exo-planets are discovered and explored, and the
technology that went along with it. The space experts were very informative and I was pleased with the
maturity of the questions that students were able to ask, demonstrating in depth thinking and engagement with
the materials.
“The Universe” show was extremely informative for the students, as it was able to explain to students exactly
what the milky way is, where is it positioned, what is our place in the universe, and introduced ideas around
blackholes and stars. For most of the students this was their favourite part- the speaker was very funny and
informative.

The picture above shows some of the reflecting and questioning students were able to do after our field trip.
Not only were students able to learn a lot, they were also able to have a lot of fun together. For many students,
the trip was one of the year’s highlights. Thank you so much for your generosity

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: ROSALIND SADOWSKI
Lord Selkirk Elementary School
Project: Indigenous Garden Program
The Emily Longworth Memorial Award was an integral part of fostering an enriching and experiential learning
environment for my Grade 7 French Immersion practicum class this past year. This grant enabled the class to
take part in building two new garden beds for the Lord Selkirk Elementary school gardens. These beds now
serve as a legacy project for their class, a lasting contribution to their elementary school. This project also
helped the class discover the joy and wonder of garden-based learning, learn collaboratively with younger
grades, and assume a leadership role in the school community.
While my original grant application had proposed a series of learning experiences, I later modified my plans to
accommodate the given budget. I decided to focus on building the garden beds with the class, as these would
serve as the foundation for our ADST and science curriculum for the upcoming term. I connected with Russ
Evans, the Technical Education teacher at Tupper Secondary, to arrange our garden bed build. Russ hosts
workshops for classes throughout the VSB looking to build or expand their school gardens, ranging from
Kindergarten students to Grade 12. He prioritizes a hands-on approach, where students are empowered to
learn the necessary skills and then take ownership of the project.
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On April 8th, my class traveled to Tupper Secondary, where they would spend the day in the workshop building
the beds. This also proved to be part of the learning, as they needed to navigate an unfamiliar school
environment- a key part of their transition to high school next year. After introductions, students were divided
into groups where they helped prepare materials and assemble the boxes. Once in their groups, the students
immediately launched themselves into the work, visibly excited to be undertaking this project. Many of the
students who would typically be slow starters or reluctant to participate were the most engaged, taking a
leadership role in their groups. While some groups struggled or encountered challenges, this proved to be a
valuable moment to focus on the core
competencies and discuss strategies for
effective teamwork. In general, the
groups were highly focused on the task
and supported one another to get the job
done. They were so effective, that Russ
decided to ‘up’ our goal- instead of only
two garden boxes, we would build six
boxes as a class! The students were
thrilled by this challenge and rose to the
occasion. Overall, this workshop proved
to be a highly rewarding opportunity to
engage with the ADST curriculum and
develop core competencies through
collaboration and teamwork.

After the boxes were built, they formed the foundation of our
science curriculum during the rest of my practicum. Students
were tasked with filling the planter boxes with soil and compost,
in the process coming to understand some of the “survival needs
of living organisms”. Afterwards, students were divided into
teams, and each team was tasked with choosing two vegetables
to grow in the boxes. We prepared to plant by exploring how
vegetables can be classified into families, including the common
needs and characteristics of these plant families. This led into a
broader conversation about natural selection versus selective
breeding, prompting students to explore how “evolution by
natural selection provides an explanation for the diversity and
survival of living things”. We also went on a free walking field trip
to visit the Fresh Roots farm at Van Tech Secondary, where we
explored the difference between “natural” and “cultivated”
species and explored how humans shape the natural
environment. Finally, students planted their vegetables, and were
tasked with making weekly observations about growth rates and
other developments. A group of students also volunteered to take responsibility for watering the garden, many
of whom would not normally take on leadership roles in the class.
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As an additional component of this new garden space, I collaborated with the Grade 2 French Immersion
teacher to create opportunities for buddy learning in the garden. My class paired up with the Grade 2’s to
support them in transplanting and caring for their tomatoes in the garden. During our first buddy session, we
organized three stations; one for transplanting the tomatoes, another for exploring the food system through
chalk art, and a third station featuring a song about community gardens. During the second session, students
worked together to stake up the tomatoes and went on a scavenger hunt to explore the needs of different
plants growing at the school. Both sessions demonstrated that school gardens provide an ideal opportunity for
collaborative, interdisciplinary learning.
Throughout this process, I observed that
the garden-based learning helped inspire
interest from a variety of students,
especially those who were typically more
disengaged or struggling. Many of the
students also expressed pride in having
created a legacy project for the school, as
these garden beds will serve as a
testament to their time and contributions to
the Selkirk school community. I believe this
project also inspired students to take
ownership of their learning and pursue an
inquiry-based approach to the sciences,
thereby helping to foster a more enriching
and impactful learning experience for all.
Thank you!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: SAM ANTHA DOWDELL
Como Lake Middle School
Project: Mock Trial Provincial Course
I got the idea for taking the students of Como Lake division 9 and 10 after my grade 7 and 8 class expressed
their love of the murder mystery genre. I thought it would be a great connection to argumentative writing and
debate because, like arguments, what is a mystery if not a search for the truth? The students were thrilled, and
after receiving the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, it was the carrot I could use to get them through learning
how to create inferences, prepare research, put down their thoughts into graphic organizers, speak in front of
the class for debates, and write paragraphs for their essays.
I was in contact with the amazing and energetic Janine Corrado at the Justice Education Society in Vancouver.
She so excited to have us and was an incredibly knowledgable and accommodating. I contacted her in early
November and started planning out our trip. When we needed to cut down on costs, she was right there with
us, trying to make this field trip happen. Our classes all together were JUST big enough at the beginning of the
year that we were going to need two busses, but after a few students moved away, and another couple
unfortunately couldn’t join us on the trip, we were able to determine that one bus was going to be proficient.
That saved the most money on the budget, and we were thankful to have our secretary calling up multiple bus
lines to get the most cost effective deal. I got creative and combined both classes into one Mock Trial, with
everyone having a speaking part, working closely with one scene in a group. Students were mostly lawyers
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and characters, however a few students had big roles of judges and clerks. The night before everyone had all
they needed to complete the mock trial, including costumes, revised and highlighted scripts, and were mentally
preparing to even seeing a real trial when they arrived.
The day of the field trip, Janine greeted us at the door and walked us through the activities for the day. She
was extremely passionate about her job and knew just how to interest these kids in what can sometimes be a
“boring” topic. All the students got the chance to sit in on real court proceedings, and had the chance to
compare what they already knew about law and courts, to what actually happened. Most of the commented
that it was a lot more quiet and “matter of fact” than they had seen in television and movies. Janine did a great
job of explaining to them the differences between what they see on American media and the reality of the
Canadian Judicial System. It was great to hear from an actual expert, multiple times, and many of our students
reported being surprised once these misconceptions were revealed.

After court watching, we had the chance to talk to Judge Harris who was absolutely magical with our groups.
He had them totally captivated and listening to him. The students had prepared questions to ask, but Judge
Harris was willing to work on the fly, engaging students who wouldn’t have otherwise been extremely engaged.
He talked about how he became a judge, what it was like to be a lawyer and a police officer, and imparted
some wisdom on the students, all while passing out lollipops, making the talk entertaining and interactive. After
this, we headed down to lunch.
The mock trial was the most difficult part for us teachers to conduct, but with Janine’s help we were able to get
through it! We didn’t have time to finish with the verdict as we had to exit the room; however, we were able to
take a vote the next morning after having students recall and discuss everything they remembered. Photos are
not usually allowed in any courtroom, but we were able to get one photo of everyone just after our mock trial:
shown here with students faces covered.
The last guest we had the pleasure of meeting was Crown Prosecutor Grace Oh, who was again, very
knowledgeable and extremely willing to speak to the students about her job, the differences between what they
had seen on TV and what she actually did, as well as to offer encouragement to continue to learn about the
judicial system in Canada. By that time, our busses had arrived and we packed up all our things and headed
home. It was an amazing experience and one that I hope the students will remember for the rest of their lives,
as I certainly will! We learned so much, and we were able to talk about how lawyers construct and deconstruct
arguments, and the importance of honing those skills for anyone in society who might find themselves
interacting with the judicial system in the future. I can't thank the Longworth family enough for the amazing
experience they were able to provide my students, who would not have been able to go on this trip otherwise.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: SAMEERA PAN ANG AMU
Edmonds Community School
Project: Vancouver Aquarium
The Emily Longworth Memorial Award was given to my practicum
school at Edmonds Community School in Burnaby, British
Columbia. We took three grade 1/2 classes to the Vancouver
Aquarium.
Our classes were all learning about the life cycle of living things as
sea life animals and mammals, and habitats such as the ocean.
Prior to the field trip, students read stories, completed art projects and learned many facts about life under the
sea.
As Edmonds Community School has a low SES, these funds gave these students an opportunity to explore the
Aquarium as these students would not normally be able to visit outside of the school. This provided the sixty
students an opportunity to experience this Science subject in a real and hands on way and left a lasting
impression for all students.

After the fieldtrip, students created their own mini aquarium out of
plasticine and included their favourite sea creatures in their
creation. The award helped a school in need to gain a memorable
experience.
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: SHIWANGI HAM AL
Hellings Elementary School
Project: Bricks 4 Kidz
The Emily Longworth Memorial Award was used by the 23 Grade 3/4 students at Hellings Elementary School
in Delta for an in-school field trip facilitated by Bricks 4 Kidz. The objective of the S.T.E.M workshop was to
provide students the opportunity to learn the law of conservation and use of energy through hands-on
experience using Lego. The goal of Bricks 4 Kidz, a creative learning program, is to help students learn, build
and play.
The workshop was tailored specifically towards the energy unit the students were learning about as part of the
Science curriculum. The students worked in pairs as they built two different windmills, with the second model
increasing in complexity. The workshop was originally planned for the space unit however, students showed
high interest learning about windmills during their know-wonder-learn at the beginning of the energy unit
therefore the workshop was changed to tailor their learning interest. Students had the opportunity to design
and develop their skills in ADST through experiential learning and play. The students in the class are very keen
in Science and Technology as working with their S.T.E.M bins are one of their favorite class activities. The
robotics workshop was a real-life experience for the students, one beyond the capacity of the class resource.
During the workshop, students explored and inquired about the law of conservation and the use of energy in
the world. Students discussed how the battery transferred energy from a stored potential energy to kinetic
energy as it turned the windmill. After building the second model, groups inquired how many windmills one
battery pack could power and how did the speed of the windmill vary. Students began to find other groups as
they started their inquiry in excitement. Students found that one battery pack could power up to two windmills
however sharing one battery pack between two windmills slowed the windmills in comparison to powering only
one. This workshop lead to dialogue which reviewed and connected majority of the key curricular content
during the unit.

The students had the opportunity to work with new peer pairs in a fun and engaging activity which lead to
development of a positive classroom culture and peer relationships. During the activity each group were
provided with visual instruction book to assemble the windmill. Students developed communication through
reading the visual instructions as well as through verbal communication with their peers. They also further
developed to manage and regulate their emotions through various strategies if they felt frustrated during the
lesson. One of the goals of the class is to advocate for themselves including asking for help when they need it.
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The Emily Longworth Memorial Award provided the Grade 3/4 class an opportunity to turn what they had been
theoretically learning to a hands-on experience, which would not have been possible for many low SES
students in the classroom. Thank you for your kindness as it has left a life-long memorable experience for the
students in the Grade 3/4 students at Hellings Elementary.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: STEPHANIE KINGDON
Mary Jane Shannon Elementary School
Project: Urban Safari Rescu Society: in school workshop with animals
Thanks to the generous donation from the Emily Longworth Memorial Award I was able to invite the Urban
Safari Rescue Society into my Kindergarten classroom during my ten-week practicum. My practicum was at
Mary Jane Shannon Elementary in the Guildford area of Surrey BC. This school is considered an inner-city
school with students of diverse backgrounds. Many students do not have the opportunity to experience local
educational opportunities due to financial and transportation restrictions. As well, field trips are hard to plan due
to driving restrictions, many students still requiring car seats, and transportation costs. Being able to bring a
fieldtrip into the classroom was an amazing opportunity and I have never seen a more excited group of
students. The Urban Safari Rescue Society allowed for two classrooms to be a part of presentation and I was
therefore able to invite our grade one buddies to join us. Giving this opportunity to not only one but two classes
and watching them share in the enjoyment and excitement was magical.
The Urban Safari Rescue Society is a non-profit organization that rescues
and cares for exotic animals bringing education to the public about
animals, their environments and the natural world. They presented 10
animals to the students in a one-hour presentation, talking to the students
about adaptations animals make to survive in the wild. This presentation
really focused on the Science K big ideas plants and animals have
observable features and Daily and seasonal changes effect all living
things. However, this presentation did not only hit the curriculum but gave
students an opportunity to engage all the core competencies. They used
their communication competency when being active listeners and asking
and responding to direct questions. They were creative thinkers when they
used their senses to explore the animals and generate ideas about how
they protected themselves.
Finally, students used their personal social competency when they had to
create a positive classroom environment in which they supported other students being chosen to touch the
animals or just ensured they remained quiet and did not scare the animals. This presentation did not only cover
the curriculum but gave me the opportunity to collaborate with the local high school teacher and bring in a
group of Grade nine students into our classroom to read stories they had written about local animals. This was
a great community building activity with all students learning and engaging in some way; If I had not been given
the opportunity to bring in the Urban Safari Rescue Society I may not have thought to invite the grade nines in
when I heard they were writing stories.
Now let me tell you a bit about the presentation. The students knew we were having the presentation and
therefore were waiting by the door when the presenters arrived even though I was trying to take them outside
to give the presenters a chance to set up. The did not miss the presenters hiding around the corner as we
headed outside. The students were all trying to guess what animals were in the boxes; especially the super
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large box. Eventually I got them outside to play and our presenters were able to set up. When we were called
back inside the students were off the playground the fastest I had ever seen. Before entering the room, we
were pre-loaded about the importance of being quiet as the animals are sensitive to noise and we do not want
to scare them. The students were all seated on the carpet ready to meet the first animal. With every animal that
came out the students were given an opportunity to talk about what family it may be from insect, amphibian, or
mammal as well as guess what they thought it could be. Once we met each animal students were able to
discuss some features of the animal and given information from the presenters about how the animal protects
itself. Students were introduced to a stick bug, turtle, iguana, rabbit and ferret. The students were able to see
their teacher hold a tarantula, a sugar glider fly into its home, watch a tortoise walk and eat, and most exciting
was when a student got hold a boa constrictor.

The presenters were very engaging and knew exactly how to engage the learners for the whole hour as well as
manage the restlessness that can occur amongst such a young group. I have never seen this group of
students sit so still and quiet for an hour. When it came time for the presenters to leave the students gave a
silent cheer and thanked them for coming. the presenters surprised us with a picture of an iguana and a
certificate informing the students that by booking this presentation we had sponsored the iguana for three
months. Being able to help an animal survive through financial support is something many students have not
had the opportunity to do and they all left that day with a sense of pride and hope to go and see the animal in
the future. The experience given to these young learners was an incredible opportunity and I am so thankful to
the Emily Longworth Memorial Award for making it possible.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: TAM AR A SHAND
Waverley Elementary School
Project: Teaching for Reconciliation
To complement a cross-curricular Social Studies unit on ReconciliACTion, Elders from the Ntle’kepmx (Interior
Salish) and Squamish nations visited the classroom to share stories, song and cultural belongings with
students. The program served as a culmination to our unit which allowed students to cement their
understanding of Indigenous culture and to put their understanding into practice.
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To give students an opportunity to think deeply and process their experience, artists and filmmakers from the
Mik’Maq and Squamish nations guided students on creating visual metaphors and using camera angles to tell
a digital story in iMovie.

The encounter was significant for two reasons. Firstly, it gave students the experience of learning directly from
Elders. Secondly, it provided meaningful context to for students to begin engaging with Indigenous people with
respect and cultural insight. In this way, they begin to ‘get into relationship’ with the peoples of this land.
•
Students made connections between their ancestral histories and First Nation’s culture, explored concepts
of identity and place through stories, discussion and interviews and then documented their experience using
arts-based methods.
•
Students drew on and integrated information from prior knowledge to build their understanding of BC’s
history and their place in it including creating historical timelines which included their own significant dates.
•
Students demonstrated awareness of Indigenous cultural protocols.
The unit was inspired by reconciliation work developed by UBC’s
Centre for Teaching, Learning and Technology which aims to develop
cultural understanding for International Students. I specifically drew on
this material as the majority of my students are recent arrivals, first or
second-generation Canadians. While students did create an artefact as
the culmination of this program, Indigenous culture privileges orality
and experience so I intentionally focused on these pedagogies.
The unit was initiated with a talking circle where students were first
introduced to Indigenous protocols. Students learned about the open
hand gesture that means they are participating in a ‘give and take’ and
that they are in the circle with ‘open hearts and minds’. I also taught
them how to say thank you in hən̓q̓əmin̓əm̓ so they had some familiarity
with the language.
We then did a mapping activity in which students drew memory maps of
the schoolyard. In tables groups, students had to pass their map onto a desk partner who would add their
memories to their classmate’s map. After a few rotations, we debriefed on how it felt to have other people draw
on our personal maps and made connections to the erasure of Indigenous peoples from the land. This was
followed up by a screening of the MOA’s Delta Animation which shows how Greater Vancouver came to be.
This was followed by a beaded timeline activity in which students physically experience the concept of time
immemorial. Each bead on the timeline represents a decade. Special beads mark important dates such as the
first archeological evidence of the Coast Salish, the arrival of Simon Fraser, the creation of residential schools
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and more. As the timeline is drawn out of a basket, students hear the story of Canada. This is a powerful
activity which visually drives home the contrast between the short 150 years we celebrate and the thousands of
years of history we selectively forget.
Teaching Indigenous histories can be somewhat fraught – especially as a non-Indigenous educator. Learning
about the history can sometimes engender a sense of guilt and responsibility. NBA basketball player, Kyle
Korver, distinguishes the two thus: we may not be guilty of the injustices perpetuated by [Canada’s] forefathers
but we are responsible for correcting them. As my students are primarily newcomers and visible minorities I
wanted to be very careful to avoid making students feel ‘guilty’ as guilt can have the unintentional effect of
making students feel overwhelmed and apathetic rather than inspired and proactive. I wanted to create a sense
of kinship.
To foster this sense of kinship, I shared my story of where my ancestors came from and how they came to this
land, with the support of books and photographs. Next, I invited students to research their own ancestor
stories. As sometimes happens when households have two working parents or stories are lost in the shuffle of
migration the stories students were able to gather were pretty thin. Still, some students shared that they had an
ancestor who helped build the railroad across Canada. Other students shared vivid descriptions of the lush
Asian farmlands their family had left behind. I had hoped that students could create their own oral stories, but
since we had little material to work with; we created timelines instead.
Using the dates I had described to them during the beaded timeline activity, students used templates or
created their own timelines and included significant dates in their own histories – the arrival of their families to
Canada, the birth of their parents or siblings, etc. Symbolically they were placing their own histories within the
larger history of Canada.
Later, we had read-alouds and discussion on books including Treaty Tales: The Friendship and Treaty Tales:
We Are all Treaty People. These two texts reinforce the idea that Canada has not upheld it’s treaty obligations
and that as Canadian citizens we are all responsible for upholding obligations – whether or not our ancestors
made the original agreements.
Other learning experiences included hands on exploration and inquiry with MOA’s Musqueam box where
students questioned and philosophized on the difference between a ‘belonging’ and an (archeological)
‘artefact’. Throughout the term we continued the practice of talking circles.
THE FUNDED PROGRAMME
Elders and artists made two visits to our classroom. The Emily Longworth Memorial Award funded 56% of the
programme costs. The balance was raised by the teacher candidate.
On the first visit, the facilitator opened the circle using name art students had created the week leading up to
the visit. Each piece of name art had lines extending to the sides which we could connect up into a circle to
represent how we are all connected in community. Later, the Elders told stories, sang traditional songs,
answered questions about the belongings they brought with them. These oral and sung ‘texts’ supported the
ELA big idea that texts and stories teach us about ourselves and others. Elders also reinforced talking circle
protocols which supported the goal of reconciliation at the heart of our social studies big idea.
Afterwards, Filmmaker and Artists Shelley MacDonald taught students about visual metaphors and camera
angles before setting them off on their assignment to document their experience and share their learning. The
creation of the iMovie document student learning met the Arts big idea of expressing personal identity and
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belonging through the expressive arts. We closed the day with a circle in which students shared what they took
away from the visit.

In the two weeks between visits, students created i-Movies describing who they were, where they came from
and what they learned from the visiting elders. Our second visit with the Elders and Artists, therefore, was both
a celebration of learning and as MacDonald says, a way for students to show reciprocity by sharing back with
Elders what they learned. As is common in Indigenous celebrations, we shared a simple meal of bannock,
butter and jam with pink lemonade. Eating symbolizes the taking in of ideas in Indigenous culture.
I’m proud to say that Elders and artists were impressed with the quality of questions, level of respect and
engagement and the thoughtfulness of student responses.
Thank you to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award for helping to make this rich experience possible for my
students and for supporting this small step towards reconciliation.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: URSULA BAER
Lena Shaw Elementary School
Project: Field Trip to Bill Reid Gallery
Thanks to the Emily Longworth Memorial Award, I, the
class’ main teacher and an EA were on Friday May 10,
2019, able to take 26 grade 7 students from the innercity school Lena Shaw Elementary, Surrey, to visit the
Bill Reid Gallery in Vancouver and participate in the
gallery’s education program. The field trip served
multiple curricular and educational goals:
The funding made it possible for us to use public transit and therewith help soon-to-be high school students to
become more comfortable and familiar with greater Vancouver’s public transit system as well as with the
support and help available when using public transit. Prior to the field trip, the school had invited IRAYL (InterRegional At-Risk Youth Link) speakers to introduce students to the organization and to have some of the most
important safety and behaviours reiterated.
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The goal of this field trip is to offer students an educational opportunity to develop a deeper understanding of
northwest coast Indigenous art. The show “qa?yexw: water honours us: womxn and waterways” highlighted
that “water is an essential ingredient for human life - it connects us geographically, culturally, and socially while
fueling our bodies and spirits.” Students were also introduced to Haida artist Bill Reid’s work and to cultural
artifacts of the Haida culture by a very knowledgeable guide. The tour and the subsequent hands-on workshop
tied in with BC’s “Art Education 7” curriculum. For example, with the big idea, “Experiencing art challenges our
point of view and expands our understanding of others.” In addition, the gallery visit fostered curricular
competencies, such as students will:
- learn traditional and contemporary Aboriginal art and art-making processes
- learn about symbolism to explore ideas and perspectives
- explore relationships between identity, place, culture, society, and belonging through art.
Overall, the experience and education helped students explore and better understand the interconnection of
land, people, art and Canadian history – with a special focus on Indian Residential Schools, and other policies
that prevented Indigenous people from passing on their knowledge freely.
After the gallery tour and the art activity, students were given the opportunity to decorate a paddle (paper). We
then had lunch in the art room. Afterward, students had the opportunity to go back to their favorite pieces and
copy (draw) them or take pictures.
The Emily Longworth Memorial Award gave 26 grade 7 students from an inner-city school an unforgettable
experience. While the Gallery’s educational program is free for inner-city school students age 12 and younger,
the Emily Longworth Memorial Award funding allowed us to get to the Bill Reid gallery. Moreover, it allowed all
students, even those with mobility challenges and special needs to participate in this unique field trip.
Everybody had a wonderful time and came out of the gallery enriched and with more understanding of
Canada’s West Coast Indigenous people and their culture.
Thank you!

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: VICTORI A BENNETT
Elsie Roy Elementary School
Project: Nature Ninjas (Camp Overnight in Stanley Park)
A generous $500 from the Emily Longworth Memorial Award
went towards my Grade 5’s camping trip in Stanley Park
through Nature Ninjas. Nature Ninja’s is a program teaching
urban living students basic survival skills and providing them
with opportunities to connect to nature. This field trip was
connected with an ecology unit, and much of the trip was
devoted to the forest, wetland, and intertidal ecosystems with
live around. Through a number of engaging activities we
studied different biotic and abiotic factors in each. In a very
hands-on way we studied the big idea “Multicellular
organisms have organ systems that enable them to survive
and interact within their environment” and studied a wide
variety of wildlife in our ecosystems.
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We also made many connections to PHE as we engaged
in many aspects of active living. Through nature walks,
fresh air, and cooking our own meals we highlighted the
importance of healthy living and taking care of our bodies.
We also connected this field trip to the First Peoples
Principles of learning, ‘Learning is holistic, reflexive,
reflective, experiential, and relational (focused on
connectedness, on reciprocal relationships, and a sense of
place).’ Through mindfulness, land acknowledgements,
and reflection we drew our learners’ attention to the holistic
education that place based learning provides.
Camping over night was particularly exciting for my Grade
5’s and it was a highlight of the year for many. Experiential
learning and learning through play was engaging and
exciting for my learners and reinforced many of the themes
and concepts we had been learning in the classroom.
Itinerary:
Day One
9:30 am - Introduction with Nature Ninja names (animal names for each student).
- Forest field study (tree types & bird class)
12:00 pm - Lunch break
1:00 pm – Eagle Eye game
Beaver Pond field study
Playground
Shelter building
4:00 pm - learn how to set up tents in Mystery Meadow.
5:00 pm - Dinner.
8:00 pm - tell the story of the day in creative ways
Night hike to Beaver Lake
Solo dusk walk
10:00 pm – Bedtime
Day Two
6:30 am - Wake up, take down tents, pack bags, and share your experience
8:00 am - Prepare breakfast, eat and clean up afterward.
9:00 am – Beach field study
- Crab habitats
12:00 pm - Prepare and eat lunch
Reflection on beach
Eagle Eye game
2:00 pm - Head back to school
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JADE MCGREGOR
Como Lake Middle School
Project: Harbour Dance Studio
I used my Emily Longworth Memorial Award funds to book an experienced dance instructor teach my two
grade 6/7 classes at Como Lake Middle School in the cafeteria on two consecutive Fridays. I spent the full
$330 on 4 classes of hip hop dance--two for each of my classes. I paid $165 each day. My classes had 23 and
22 students, comprised of 9 ELL students, a selective mute, a student with autism, a student with a learning
disorder, a student with ADHD, and a student who was hard of hearing.
I incorporated dance as part of a non-aggressive, equipment free physical education unit. My unit focused on
broadening students' conceptions of exercise beyond mainstream team sports to include individual and placebased activities. Considering the emphasis of the BC curriculum on enjoyment of physical activity (big idea)
and identifying their preferred types of physical activities (curricular competency), I wanted to offer them
opportunities to experience a variety of exercise options.
Since many of my students struggled with change and trying new experiences, their grade was entirely
participation based in order to encourage them to try without worrying about being a "good" or "bad" dancer on
their first try.
The individual nature of dance empowered the quieter and less dominant students to fully participate in
physical education without fear of monopolization of P.E. class by more active students. Before each lesson we
watched a professionally filmed choreographed dance video of children and adults dancing to contemporary
hip hop; students identified aspects of the choreographed dance or dancers that they observed, such as
confidence, unique expression, and diversity of dance style.
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Many students described the experience as their favourite lesson during my practicum. It was very meaningful
to watch my student with autism participate freely in dance--considering he usually chose to sit out during P.E.-and to see some of my others students excel who typically did not thrive in traditional P.E. classes. Thank you
so much for providing us with the funds to have this important experience.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: CHRI STINE BRODIE
Nootka Elementary School
Project: Matilda: The Musical - Stanley Theatre
My grade 6/7 class from Nootka Elementary went on an incredible field trip to see
Matilda the Musical, presented by The Arts Club. This class is in the only Fine Arts
elementary program in the Vancouver district, and they are incredibly passionate
about the arts. We used this experience to look deeper into professional theatre,
and what it takes to put on a full-scale theatrical production.
In May of this year, the students at Nootka Elementary put on their own production, or “Fine Arts Night” for their
families. Students worked in groups to write their own scenes, and perform musical numbers. One of the
musical numbers they performed was actually from Matilda, so it was an amazing experience for the students
to see a professional version of the song.
The students absolutely loved Matilda. There are many professional young actors in the show who were
absolutely incredible. The music, singing and performances were all top quality, and it was an amazing way to
celebrate our own Fine Arts Night.
Many of my students are from lower socio-economic families, and would not be able to see professional
theatre, without the assistance of this grant. In all, we had 24 students from my class, who were only required
to cover $6.48 of the ticket, plus one-way bus fare. In a time where students spend the majority of their time
playing video games and on Instagram, it was a meaningful experience to bring them to the theatre with their
friends. For 2.5 hours, their phones were put away, and every student was incredibly engaged in the
performance. The laughter and excitement in the audience was palpable, and it was beautiful to witness their
love of theatre blossoming.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES:
In seeing Matilda The Musical, students were able to observe professional actors, the importance of blocking
done well, and the role that lights and music play in storytelling. Going to see live theatre connects to the
following Big Ideas:
*Exploring stories and other texts helps us understand ourselves and make connections to others and to the
world.
*Experiencing art challenges our point of view and expands our understanding of others.
*Dance, drama, music, and visual arts are each unique languages for creating and communicating.
* Experiencing art is a means to develop empathy for others’ perspectives and experiences.
I want to say thank you again to the Longworth family for this grant. It made this field trip possible, for students
who may have not have had the chance to experience live theatre otherwise. The impact that this has made for
my students, and I know many other students who were lucky enough to receive this award, will last long
beyond the walls of the classroom.

STUDENT IMPACT STORY: AMY WAGNER
William Bridge Elementary School
Project: Vancouver Aquarium
Our grade 2/3 class from William Bridge had a very successful field trip to the
Vancouver Aquarium. Many students listed the field trip as their favorite
activity of the year during their school year reflections. The students
absolutely loved seeing the diversity of amphibians and frogs that are
represented in the Frogs Forever? exhibit. They even observed two frogs in
the exhibit that were ‘hugging’, and recognized they were mating from their
prior learning about the frog life cycle. This exhibit was a big highlight for the
class after their extensive study on frog habitats and life cycles.
We also visited most of the other exhibits. One student recently immigrated from Brazil, and was thrilled to be
an expert on this exhibit. He mentions something about Brazil almost every day, so it was nice for him to share
his knowledge of the amazon habitat.
Prior to the field trip the class also generated a list of wonders about the Aquarium and the animals there. In
pairs, the students researched an animal they were interested in seeing and the Aquarium on iPads. The
students were so curious about everything related to the Aquarium, and had a ton of wonders. After the field
trip, we reviewed the wonders to show our learning, and I was thrilled that most wonders were answered after
the field trip.
Thank you to all the family and friends of Emily Longworth, donors, and volunteers that made this field trip
possible. These students would not have built these wonderful memories and had this rich learning experience
without the award. My sincerest thank you!
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STUDENT IMPACT STORY: JOO YON KIM
Edmonds Community School
Project: Science World (Radical Ramps Workshop)
Thank you so much for providing generous funding and support to
help our three grade 1-2 classes go on a field trip to Science World
this May. As many of the students in Edmonds Community School
come from inner-city backgrounds, this award played a huge role
in covering the expenses of the transportation and admission
tickets required for this field trip.
This field trip enabled our classes to participate in a fun “Radical
Ramps” workshop, which was connected to our science unit on “force and motion.” It was a wonderful
experience for students to engage in place-based learning beyond the classroom by participating in a variety of
hands-on experiences.
Prior to going on the field trip, our students have been learning about the difference between a push and a pull,
as well as the different effects of weight on movement and speed. The “Radical Ramps” workshop extended
students’ learning about force and motion by explaining and demonstrating the influence of friction and slope
on movement. Students could build their own ramps and adjust the varying slopes, to test how these affected
the speed of the balls they rolled down. They also learned about friction by using different textured materials to
cover their ramps.
Finally, they had an amazing time constructing their own mini-ramps using
pegs on a wooden board. Working in smaller groups, students collaborated
with their classmates to brainstorm and design unique ramps. These
connected to the big ideas of the BC curriculum, engaging students with
figuring out different questions, such as “What are different ways that objects
can be moved?” and “How do different materials influence the motion of an
object?” Through this workshop, students were not only engaged in making
predictions and observations but were also immersed in thinking creatively
and trying various strategies with their ramp constructions—all of which are
integral aspects of being young scientists!
In addition to this workshop, students had the opportunity to explore various
areas of Science World. They loved trying the ball launchers and the
interactive water tables in the Eureka Gallery. Students also learned about how human choices can impact the
environment, by visiting the Sustainability Gallery, which presented important facts about water consumption
and waste, as well as ways to use electricity sustainably. In the Tinkering Space, students could engage in
being makers and designers, by building a variety of structures with wooden blocks and drawing spinning art.
Furthermore, students had an amazing time figuring out their way through the mirror maze! These activities
enhanced students’ learning and provided them a meaningful setting to interact with each other.
Following this field trip, in our classroom, we worked on creating a “Force and Motion” portfolio that
encompassed what we have learned in class as well as our experiences at Science World. Students were able
to connect their knowledge about making a hypothesis when we worked with predicting which materials will be
magnetic and non-magnetic. After making their predictions, students had a chance to use magnetic sticks to
test their hypothesis and as a class, we had a fun time identifying why some items were attracted to the
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magnets, while other objects did not. We also integrated a cross-curricular approach by drawing about our
observations as well as writing about our Science World experiences for language arts.
For some students, it was their very first time being at Science World and hearing how they wanted to spend a
whole week (if possible) exploring there showed how valuable this field trip was for the children. Thank you to
the Longworth family for providing us this memorable opportunity!
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